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Thank you for purchasing the C50/C50D FM Triple Bander.
 
This unit is produced through our strict quality assurance and inspection and thereupon released to the market. If you have suspi

cion or suggestion, contact with that dealer from which you have purchased, or our authorized representative or service office as
 
early as possible.
 
To make the best and long-time use of this product, carefully read this instruction manual well up to the end. Further, keep the in

struction manual with care.
 
This instruction manual makes a description common to C50 and C50D. However, where difference in contents exists between
 
them, note that description is doubly made differently from each other.
 
In addition, the transmission output of the C50D is 50 watts for VHF and 40 watts for UHF. For use of the C50D, you should be
 
qualified as an amateur radio operator of the second class or higher as well as licensed for a station operating on over 10 watts.
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Packing Diagram 
After packing, confirm the accessories. 

Accessories 

<. <:> V 
Ust of our authorized User's card-- ~. Warrant:y card 

dealers 

~ 
~ AC fuse <»: 

(250 V/4 A)I 
DIN plug' /j" 

(for ACC1 packet terminal)1 ) 

C~o@) 

-S 
~-----, 

'V6'Vc; 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 

100 a a 
(-~ 

c=.:==.>~ 
3.5-mm plug i 

(for external speaker) I 
Remote control microphone 

(battery excluded) 

~ <0. ~G) ,e---- /~'V G.
Feeder antenna /"T j

(for remote control) Band addition kit I ~ Earphone 
(VOl.JSQL knobs and panel) f / \ -* )1/ ) (for remote control) 

-
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[Precautions for correct use] 
Avoid use in excessively humid or dusty locations or in high tem Be careful not to damage the power cord. Do not put a heavy load 
perature locations, as this may cause failure. on the power cord. When unplugging the power cord, hold the plug 

section, not the cord. 

:-- --/ X ~~ l~
H 
· h' temperatusr. <,- Hu.midity 
tg <:» ~ Dusts '((

/ I~\I-. '.::: 

t.:;;~ i~!
 
Be careful not to let water or foreign matter enter into the unit, as 
this may cause failure or danger of electrical shock. 

Metallic piece or foreign matter 

J . O 

? -. 
v --Y ~~~~ 

,,=---~.- ,,~1 ..""" 
I cS 

L"=l ~ 
Avoid use in locations subject to severe vibrations or shocks or i n 
locations where ventilation is poor. 

Do not put a heavy load on the unit. 

Heavy matters 

Do not cisassembly the unit For the remodeled unit or when failure 
occurs due to remodeling, repair is onerous even within the war
ranty tenn. 

.Bent 

- . -~~~;;.-~ "cII\' c..:=r-__ -,_~J. ~
o~\;-'1LQ(QJlii! ~ 

W((J::;:I ~~ 
IS~/ ~- Heavy load 

Hold the plug to disconnect 

When the unit is not used for an extended period of time, unplug the 
power cord. More, disconnect the battery of the remote control. 

Against approaching lightening, it is recommendable to unplug the 
power cord and cisconnect the antenna connector to ensure safety. 

Unplug the power cord and disconnect _J, thoe an_.t~nna connector. 

\--!-£~ 1(0 1 

'I' r .~~
.~' ~~A~~ 

When abnormality or defect occurs in the unit, unplug the power 
cord. 

'. /' / 
~ 
.% 

;~ 

Unplug the 
power cord. 

This product operates on power supply of AC 100 V or DC 13.8 V. 
Application of a voltage other than specified causes failure. 

~
 
/u 
~C'-I~-~-c-"I~=~-','U 
Q,Q"()! n (', Q Q 1"-" 
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Avoid mixed use of old and fresh battery cells. 
When the product is soiled, wipe the cabinet with a soft cloth. 
Unless cleaned, soak a cloth in neutral detergent water, and wring 
it cXy thoroughly, with whidl then wipe the cabinet. Avoid use of an 
organic solvent such as thinner, benzine, spray, etc. . , tt X .o. 

L~:>-I. ~ 
.. ~ 

. ..~ 

.= .: ~'"mi~ <."" ~ -- tj.- ~--

c...~) 1 ~ 
let )1 '"'.Cloth soaked in neutral { 


detergent water and then
 
squeezed well cXy
 

Do not throw any battery cell to fire. 

, ~~~ 
.> :~d §t 

;(~~~~..With the old battery of the remote control, the operating range is 
reciJced so that sufficient operation is not made. Early replacement :~~ 
is recommended. 

Connect a battery cell with its polarities (positive and negative) set 
correctly. 

Positive 

Negative 
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Prearrangements 
1. Antenna connection 
Different antennas are available according to applications. Select 
an antenna suited to the purpose of use. 

1) When connecting antennas for each band 

430 MHz band antenna ~, 
hkJ-L, . 't'11',1 

144MHz ANT 

2) When using a band common antenna 

~
 

144MHz 

2. Grounding 
To prevent electric shock hazard and interference from anothe
 
device, be sure to ground the unit. Concretely, put a ground rod
 
sold on market or a copper plate into the ground. to which in tum
 
connect the GND terminal on the rear of the unit by as thick a wire
 
as possible at the shortest possible distance.
 

[Caution]
 
To ground, never use such a means as a gas tubing, a power
 
distribution piping, etc., as this Is very dangerous.
 

3. Power connection 
3-1 For operation on AC power 
[1) Connect the accessory AC power cord to the AC 100 V fiji 60 
Hz terminal. 

[2] Plug in the AC power cord to the AC 100 V wall oudet. 
. This unit Is to operate on AC 100 V. Never use of any 

other than AC 100 V. 

AC 100 V wall outlet 

(3) Set the MAIN SW (main power switch) on the rear of the unit 
to ON. A clock display appears on the display section. The MAIN 
SW is the power switch of the power supply circuit. 

[Note]
 
The clock display time Is not adjusted. For time adjustment,
 
refer to "19. Clock function".
 
The unit Is provided with the MAIN SW (main power switch)
 
on Its rear. For operation on AC 100 V, be sure to set this
 
switch to ON.
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[41 Connect an optional cable (CAW05) to the DC IN terminal.3-2 For operation on external DC power 
Connect the optional DC cable to a DC regulated power 

~ unit is also operable on an external DC power. supply or a battery. (A red line: positive polarity. black line: 
negative polarity) :'1 Set the MAIN SW (main power switch) on the rear to OFF. A clock dsplay appears on the dsplay section. 

DC regulatedpower supply 

;2J Unplug \he AC power cord. [Notes] 
1. For operation on an external DC power, be sure 10 unplug 
the AC power cord from the wall outlet and set the MAIN 
SW (main power switch) 10 OFF. 

AC 100 V wall outlet 

<; 

Be sure to unplug.tL" II'::"'" 
o~ 
.~J 

[3J Unplug the DC power cord from \he DC OUT terminal. 

DC power cord 

2. The rated DC supply voltage is 13.8 V. Never apply other 
than the rated DC supply voltage, as thls may cause failure. 

3. For 24 V type vehicles, use of a DC-DC converter is 
needed. 

•
 -

- DC-DC converter 

Prearrangements are completed therewith. 
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4. Loading battery to remote con	 5. Connecting the remote control 
antennatrol 

[1J Loading two SUM-3 cells to the remote control. 

Open thecover. 
~ 

[Note] A nickel-cadmium battery cannot be used. 

[Advice] 
Most of various functions of the radio unit can be operated by this 
remote control. It is also possible to monitor or transmit the audio 
signal of the radio unit by this remote control. Belong only to the 
remote control such functions as packet function setting, code 
setting in paging mode or code squelch mode, squelch OFF, 
DTMF code setting, voice memory, and program scan. These 
functions cannot be operated from the radio unit. 

~_..~·._.I .. 1.- -J"fjc.c~= __ D\~n0 .. _0& o[<o'e>(c-:~c..l- ~ 
,..::::: .J J~~~;:~ 

(1) Connect the accessory remote control antenna to the RE

MOTE ANT terminal of the radio unit. ThereYIith, it is feasible to
 

monitor the receive sound in the remote control side and make
 
transmission from the remote control.
 
Install the remote control antenna vertical.
 

[Notes] 
1. Without the remote control antenna connected to the 
radio unit, the PTT function (transmission) and the monitor 
function are not feasible. 

2. Remote control monitor function or remote control trans 
mission Is performed upon weak electromagnetic waves. 
Therefore, operating distance differs according to the 
positional relationship between the remote control antenna 
and the remote control itself. 
Install the remote control antenna In such a manner that the 
distance between the remote control antenna and remote 
control Itself Is minimized. 
In addition, It Is recommended that the remote control be 
used within an range (approx. 3 m) at which the displayed 
data on the display of the radio unit can be easily seen. 

-, /
I __ 

[Notes] 
1. Operate the remote control within 5 m and 30 away from 
and to the receiver section. 

2. Operate the remote control directly to the receiver section, 
as any function other than the PIT funcllo (transmission) 
and monitor function Is controlled by an Infrared IIghl. 

3. When the battery power Is low, weak electromagnetic 
waves Is Insufficient In output level. 

~ 
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6. Power ON 7. About beep sounds 
[1) Set the POWER switch on the front to ON. Single short high-pitched sound (A): 

Emitted to indicate a valid button operation by which its corre
sponding mode is sel. 

~::[/jiu L 

[2] "145.00" appears on the left side of the display section, 
"433.00· on the central side of the display section, and a clock 
on the right side of the dsplay section. If nothing is displayed, 
immediately set the POWER switch to OFF to check the following 
points: 

Frequency display with
 

Left side for 144 MHz band
 band unit connected 

I I 
 -",-,-,n n 

: -,..J.uu U 
=,:,,-,nn

·:_J_'.uu U 
-, -J 
C C 

-, ,-I 
~I ~I 
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Center for 430 MHz band 

(1) Check whether or not the fuse blows off.
 

(2) Check whether or not the AC power cord is correctly con

nected to the AC 100 V 50160 Hz terminal. (Connect it in to the
 
depth fully.)
 

(3) Check whether Of not the DC power cable running from DC
 
OUT is connected to DC IN 13.8 V. (Connect it in to the depth
 
fully.)
 

(4) Check whether or not the AC power cord is correctly con

nected to the AC wall outlet.
 

(5) Check whether Of not the MAIN SW (main power switch) on
 
the rear is set to ON.
 
From checking, unless any abnormality is discovered.
 
contact with our authorized dealer or service station.
 

Single soh high-pitched sound (B): 
Emitted to indicate a valid button operation by which its corre
sponding mode is canceled. 
Single long high-pitched sound (C): 
Emitted to indicate that CALL, PMR, direct input (remote control), 
code input or MR has been written. 
Triple short high-pitched sound (D): 
Emitted to indcate tnat power has been turned ON by ON timer 
operation. 
Single short high-pitched and double short low-pitched 
sound (E): 
Emitted to indcate the signal incoming in paging mode. 
Single long heavy sound (F): 
Emitted to indicate an invalid operation. 
Double short high-pitched sound (G): 
Emitted to indicate that the display erase function is canceled. 
Single long soft sound (H): 
Emitted to indcate that the write Of read time for the voice 
memory has been terminated. 
Triple differing sound (I): 
DTMF monitor sound 

[Note]
 
Any beep sounds other than the DTMF monitor sound are
 
separate from the volume control.
 

8. Memory backup 
, The C5O/C5OD is memory backed up by means of an EEPROM
 
and a rechargeable lithium battery.
 
, The memory contents are all written in an EEPROM to ensure
 
the memory backup for approximately 10 years without addi

tional power supply.
 
, The VFO contents are backed up for approximately one month
 
owing to a rechargeable lithium battery.
 

[Note]
 
Alter purchase, charge the lithium battery.
 

, This rechargeable lithium battery is always charged when the 
radio unit is powered (also when the clock display only is made). 
, This rechargeable lithium battery needs approximately 20 
hours until it is fully charged. For this, keep the power of the radio 
unit ON (charging is also possible when the clock dsplay only is 
made). 
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9. Nomenclature and handling 
DThe main body of the C501C50D is referred to as the radio unit. 

oThe remote control section is referred to as the remote control. 

oThe state that two bands are connected is referred to as the 
standard equipment. 

oThe state that the 28 MHz 0( 1,200 MHz band unit is con
nected is referred to as with band unit connected. 

oAs regards the display of tI>'! CSO/C50D. the left side is for 
144 MHz band, the center is fO( 430 MHz and the right side is 
for dock dsplay or band unit connection. 

Frequency display with 
Left side for 144 MHz band band unit connected 

I I 
- "nnn :1 =, :' r,:'-15000 '-:.:J.:J.UU!...l ~ ~ _, u 

l
 
Center fO( 430 MHz band 

[] The operation of the C50/CSOD is as follows: 

1) Direct button pressure to operate 

2) Button pressure in function mode (During the function mode, 
"F- appears on the display section.) 

3) Another button pressure while pressing the FUNC button 
(Mainly by the remote control) 

~ 
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For easier reading of this book 

·In this product, three operations are perfonned of the radio unit, the remote control and the microphone 
(option). 

This manual Is prepared basing upon the following rules: 

.------- 

I? Mark ? Meaning of mark 

I 
Operation only on radio unit §':f.liol of14 

I 

# Operation only on remote control 

Operation only on microphone 
-' -

Operation on radio unit and remote control 
olIol of14tit # 

Operation on radio unit and microphone ~.li.I.~~ -' -
On button operation 

o The C50/C50D is operated as follows: 
1.	 Direct button pressure to operate 

( ): Operation on radio unit0)(R5T) 
PAG 

._______ - ______0_-0_

2. Button operation in function mode 
(Mainly on radio unit. When the FUNC button on the radio unit is pressed, "F" lights for 3 seconds 
on the display section.) 

( ): Operation on radio unit (t5~es) 
-----------	 ..._---_._~----_._--- I- 

3.	 Another button operation while pressing the FUNC button
 
(Mainly on remote control. UF" is not displayed on the display section.)
 

MW K.L 

~+ @ 
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[Names of Parts and Their Functions]
 
Remote Control Section 

r--------------<~ CH MHz(5) TX (transmission indicator) 

~' ~ 
PMR .. ,,, : 

_ 

-- --, lG 

on, r< n 0WR 

,-9 CH MHz 

}---+l-------{~ 2811.2G (main band selection) 

I 430 (main band selection) 

@ 1 PAG (paging) 

@ MIC (built-in microphone) 
l.1 1C 

sot O'F 

(j) SOLOFF (squelch OFF) 
~ 

® VOL (volume controls) 

@ SUB (sub) 

(II) 144 (main band selection) 

OWER 

) 1 I ([) POWER (power switch) 

(9]~, 'ANI >"no 
CROO 

)---#-----'.1 A CLR PWR 

© 2 CODE (code) !,,--:-:-::-:-:-:---H---------<1 3 T.SQl (tone squelch) 

@ 4 PACKET }--H-------(21 B MR ATT 

@5 VOICE 

: : :~~ 
@* PMR MUTE------~. 

® 0 TIME--------

( )
 
( )
 

CD FUNC (function button) 

(.1 I I 
\ II 

I II ~ 

6 VU 

C MS PS 

9 + 
D MW K.L 

:j:\: CALL DIMM 

@ Earphone jack 
(2) PTT (transmission button) 

@ VOL (volume control) 

v 
-c 
o 

I l3i) BATT 
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Remote Control Section 
(1) FUNC (function button)
 
Press to engage the function mode. While pressing the FUNC
 
button. when a button on the remote control is pressed, operation
 
IS made in white letter display.
 

(2) PTI (transmission button)
 
Press to enter the main band to the transmission mode independ

ent of the position of the MIC SELECTOR switch on the radio
 
unit (This function is not subject to infrared ray controL)
 
In the transmission mode, "TX· is cisplayed on the display section
 
and the RF meter works.
 
More, a single short high-pitched beep sound (A) is heard from
 
the radio unit itself, indicating that operation is controlled by the
 
remote control.
 
Communications are possible using the built-in microphone of the
 
remote control.
 

(3) VOL (volume control)
 
Handle to control the volume of the earphone of the remote
 
control unit With the earphone connected in to the remote control
 
unit, the receiver of the remote control is powered.
 
When not monitoring or when not using for an extended period of
 
trne, be sure to unplug the earphone from the remote control unit.
 
Even when the VOL knob on the racio unit is set to MIN, the
 
monitor sound can be heard in the remote control unit side.
 

(4) MlC (built-In microphone)
 
Capable of communications through the main band irrespective of
 
the position of the MIC SELECTOR switch on the radio unit. (This
 
function is not subject to infrared ray control.)
 

(5) TX (transmission Indicator)
 
When the PTI button is pressed, this lights in red to indicate the
 
transmission mode.
 

(6) POWER (power switch)
 
Press to turn ON/OFF the power. This switch is independent from
 
the MAIN switch.
 

(7) SOL OFF (Squelch OFF)
 
Press to select between squelch OFF and beep sound ON/OFF.
 
Only while the button is pressed, sound is heard from speaker.
 
This feature is convenient in receiving weak signals. While
 
pressing the FUNC button, when this button is pressed, the beep
 
sound ONIOFF operation is made.
 

(8) VOL (volume control buttons)
 
Handle to drive the electronic volume control to adjust the
 
speaker volume. Pressing" "continuously causes decrease in
 
volume of main band, while pressing" " continuously causes
 
increase.
 

(9) CH MHz
 
Press to vary the frequency of the main band.
 
While pressing the FUNC button, when either button is pressed,
 
the frequency varies at steps 01 1 MHz.
 
Pressing" " continuously causes decrease in frequency, while
 
pressing" "continuously causes increase.
 
When "F'is displayed on the cisplay section, when a button is
 
pressed, the frequency changes at steps of 100 kHz.
 

(10) SUB
 
Press to designate a sub band. With a band unit connected, this
 
button serves to set the sub band mode.
 
After pressing the SUB button, when the main band select button
 
COITesponding to the band to be taken as a sub band is pressed,
 
a sub band is set.
 

(11) 114 (main band selection)
 
Press to select the 144 MHz band as the main band. With a band
 
unit connected, this is also used in setting the sub band.
 

(12) 430 (main band selection)
 
Press to select the 430 MHz band as the main band. With a band
 
unit connected, this is also used in setting the sub band.
 

(13) 2811.2G (main band selection)
 
Press to select the 28 MHz band or 1,200 MHz band as the main
 
band. This button is disabled with no band unit connected. More,
 
it is also used in time setting. With a band unit connected, it is
 
also used in setting the sub band.
 

(14) 1 PAG (paging)
 
Press to enter numeral 1 or set the paging mode or the code
 
squelch mode. While pressing the FUNC button, when this button
 
is pressed once, the paging mode is engaged. In this way, when it
 
is pressed once more, the code squelch mode is engaged.
 

(15) 2 CODE
 
Press to enter numeral 2 or call the code. While pressing the
 
FUNC button, when this is pressed, the code call mode is
 
engaged. It is disabled without CT050 connected.
 

(16) 3 T.SOl (tone squelch)
 
Press to enter numeral 3 or set the tone squelch mode.
 
While pressing the FUNC button, when this button is pressed, the
 
tone squelch mode is engaged, at which time "T.SOL" is dis

played on the display section.
 
It is disabled with CTN50 connected.
 

(17) A ClR PWR
 
Press to send OTMF signal A or set the VFO mode or select the
 
transmission output level.
 
While pressing the PTI button, when this button is pressed,
 
OTMF signal A is sent (when optional OTMF unit CT050 is
 
connected).
 
While pressing the FUNC button, when this button is pressed, the
 
transmission output level can be selected in three steps. Initially,
 
the transmission output level is set to the high power.
 
When this button is directly pressed, the VFO mode is engaged.
 
'In the VFO mode, the LED of the VFOISTEP button on the
 
radio unit will light.
 

(18) 4 PACKET
 
Press to enter numeral 4 or set the packet mode.
 
While pressing the FUNC button, when this button is pressed, the
 
packet mode is engaged, at which time "PAC· is displayed on the
 
display section.
 
'The rado unit itself is not provided with a function to set the
 
packet mode. This operation should be made from the remote
 
control side.
 

(19) 5 VOICE
 
Press to enter numeral 5 or call the voice memory.
 
While pressing the FUNC button, when this button is pressed, the
 
voice memory call mode is engaged.
 
For operation with the voice memory, voice memory unit (CVM50)
 
option is necessary.
 
'The racio unit itself is rot provided with a function to call the
 
voice memory. This operation should be made from the remole
 
control side.
 
This operation is disabled without CVM50 connected.
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(20) 6 VU
 
::>ress to enter numeral 6 or set the VU meter.
 
','./hile pressing the FUNC button, when this bullon is pressed, the
 
VU meter runs, at which time OVUM is displayed on the display
 
section.
 
The VU meter reads as follows:
 
1) At reception: The meter reads according to the receive
 
sound.
 
2) At transmission: The meter reads according to the
 
strength of the voice (mod.) from the microphone.
 

(21) B MR ATT
 
Press to send DTMF signal B or call the memory or attenuate the
 
receive sensitivity.
 
While pressing the PTI button, when this bullon is pressed,
 
DTMF signal B is sent.
 
While pressing the FUNC button, when this button is pressed. the
 
receive sensitivity is attenuated about 10 dB, at which time "ATI"
 
is displayed on the display section.
 
When this button is pressed directly, the memory is called.
 

(22) 7 RPT
 
Press to enter numeral 7 or set the repeater mode.
 
While pressing the FUNC button, when this button is pressed, the
 
repeater mode is engaged, at which time "RPT" is displayed on
 
the display section.
 

(23) 8 REV
 
Press to enter numeral 8 or set the reverse operation in the
 
repeater mode.
 
While pressing the FUNC bunon, when this button is pressed, the
 
reverse operation is performed, at which time "REV" is displayed
 
on the display section. This is enabled only when the repeater
 
mode is set. In this case, however, when the frequency goes off
 
the band, the reverse operation is not performed.
 

(24) 9 +
 
Press to enter numeral 9 or set to "+. the shift direction of the shift
 
frequency in the repeater mode.
 
While pressing the FUNC bunon, when this button is pressed, the
 
shift direction of the shift freqJency is set to "+", at which time "+"
 
is displayed on the display section. Initially, the shift direction is -,
 
" (in which case any directional sign does not appear on the
 
display section). However, this is disabled other than the repeater
 
mode.
 

(25) C MS PS
 
Press to send DTMF signal C, scan the memory or program, or
 
select the 1 MHz width scan operation.
 
While pressing the PTI button, when this button is pressed,
 
DTMF signal C is sent.
 
In the VFO mode, while pressing the FUNC button, when this
 
button is pressed, the 1 MHz scan operation is entered.
 
In the memory call mode, while pressing the FUNC button, when
 
this button is pressed, the program scan operation is entered.
 
When it is pressed directly, the memory scan operation is entered
 

[Advice]
 

nWhen the memory Is all blank, a single beep sound Is
 
heard. Thus, no scan operation is performed even when the
 
button Is pressed.
 

(26) • PMR MUTE
 
Press to send DTMF signal " or call the priority memory or select
 
the audio signal mute.
 
While pressing the PTI button, when this button is pressed,
 
DTMF signal " is sent.
 
While pressing the FUNC button, when this button is pressed, the
 
audio signal is muted. Muting is made in both the radio unit and
 
the remote control monitor.
 
When it is pressed direclly, the priority memory (PMR) is called.
 

(27) 0 TIME
 
Press to enter numeral 0 or change the display from the fre

quency display to the clock display when a band unit is con

nected.
 
With a band unit connected, while pressing the FUNC bunon.
 
when this button is pressed, the clock display appears on the right
 
side of the display section.
 
(This feature is disabled in the case of the standard equioment.)
 

(28) # CALL D1MM
 
Press to send DTMF signal # or call the call freqJency or vary the
 
illumination level of the display section.
 
While pressing the PTI button, when this button is pressed,
 
DTMF signal # is sent out.
 
While pressing the FUNC button, when this bullon is pressed, the
 
illumination level of the display section can be changed in three
 
steps.
 
When it is pressed directly, the call frequency is displayed.
 

(29) D MY K.L
 
Press to send DTMF signal D or rewrite the memory frequency or
 
disable writing or button operation as a key lock button.
 
While pressing the PTI button, when this button is pressed,
 
DTMF signal D is sent out.
 
While pressing the FUNC button, when this button is pressed, the
 
key lock operation is made to disable any button operation.
 
When it is pressed direclly, rewriting or writing in memory is
 
feasible.
 

(30) Earphone Jack 
To monitor the sound from the radio unit itself, plug the accessory 
earphone in to this jack. 
With the earphone plugged in, the receiver section of the remote 
control is powered, in which state the sound received in the radio 
unit can be heard from the earphone. (This feature is not subject 
to infrared ray control.) 

[Notes] 

1. During monitoring, when a key (other than PTI and FUNC) 
on the remote control, the monitor sound Is muted. 

The lead wire of the earphone works as the antenna of the 
receiver section. For this reason, be sure to use the acces
sory earphone. 

2. With the accessory earphone plugged in to the earphone
 
Jack, the receiver section Is powered. Therefore, after use
 
or when not using, unplug the earphone from the remote
 
control to save the battery.
 

(31) BAn
 
Load two SUM-3 ballery cells in for remote control.
 
Use of a nickel cadmium battery is not permitted.
 

(32) Infrared light window
 
A infrared light is emitted from this window. Direct it to the
 
receiver of the radio unit. Be careful not to soil it.
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[Names of Parts and their Functions] 
Radio Unit Itself 

Front operation section 

Upper section 
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Radio Unit Itself 
Front Operation Section 
(1) POWER
 
Power ON/OFF switch. Even with this switch set to OFF, the clock
 
display remains on the left side of the display section. The MAIN
 
SW is not turned OFF thereby.
 

(2) Remote control Infrared light receiver
 
Do not intercept in front of the receiver, as this causes incorrect
 
remote control operation.
 

(3) MIC SELECTOR
 
Switch to designate the operating band when using an optional
 
microphone CMP838G.
 
Other than OFF setting, the microphone's PIT button is enabled
 
irrespective of the MAIN display on the display section.
 
OFF: Optional microphone CMP838G is disabled.
 
1: When the PIT button of the CMP838G is pressed, the 144
 
MHz band enters the transmission mode.
 
2: When the PIT button of the CMP838G is pressed, the 430
 
MHz band enters the transmission mode.
 
3: When the PIT button of the CMP838G is pressed, the band 
unit enters the transmission mode. (With band unit connected) 

[Advice]
 
[] Irrespective of the position of the MIC SELECTOR switch, the
 
PIT button of the remote control is always effective for the band
 
of which the MAIN band display appears.
 

(4) MlC
 
Terminal 10 connect the optional microphone CMP838G.
 
The pin layout of this microphone connection terminal is as shown
 
below.
 

1. Audio input 2. Speaker output 8. Ground
 
[Notes]
 
1. RCL has the same function as does MR.
 
2.• for band selection
 

Pins 4, 5, 6, 7 are for UP, OOWN, RCL, CALL, • operation. 

~~~wr ~~
 3f<®
 
4 

5 ~ 

When using a microphone other than specified by our company,
 
make a simplified connection as shown below.
 
However, this connection does not permit RCL and " operation.
 

[Note]
 
When using a microphone other than specified by our
 
company, use of an Impedance 600-ohm type should be
 
made.
 

(5) PHONES
 
Headphones connection jack (for plug of 3.5 mm dia.)
 
With the headphones plugged in, the built-in and external
 
speakers turn OFF,
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- -
(6) Display section	 : .~ . 
Left side for 144 MHz band, center for 430 MHz band, and right . 
side for frequency display of that band unit connected or for dock -'-,nnn:L/5.000 ··:J.:luu U 22:30display without a band unit connected. 

- '"''''.. -- -	 -- ......- -- ... ' - ... ' 
~-:x: -, I ,	 • • -:=x:=;x •Display section 

® I.IaInbend sign 5; Aepeall"r .ign 

6l	 + ohifI di.edon oign In repe..... mode® Sub bend sign 

~D lleYl!rae .ign In repe.ler mode@ Tone eqoolch oIgn 

(jJJ Col frequency .ign 

(j) Audio ""*' oign 

MUTE' tT.SQL·l!~rIlIIIRPT+ REV· TX· LM(j6I Function mode oign 

(jJ) Memory cel' oign or code 

monitor .Ign fy1 _ II' I 'j ,-I ,-I E' 
'_' ,,_, / / / /- /- /I@ Memory addreaa runber. code U " u ....... / ....... /, __ ....... /........ / ,-,
 

memory .dd-e......mber. phrase 

" Hz~ff< 

I c::: ~....=.:..J 

nurri>er or bit rail" eet mode .Ign 

(j) S me.... sign In reception 

@ RF meier sign In transmission 

Tr...mlsalon ouIpu( oIgn L ~ow power) 

to' Tr.namlaolon ou1pUI oIgn M (middle power) 

ill P.glng (p) or code aquelch (C) sign 

.ill	 IlIT (100 Hl onie<) oIgn wi ... bard ..,iI 

(1,2llO MHl) conneded 

W Reeepdon aenailivlly .lIenUotor sign 

@ VU mell"r .ign 
~31 Frequency diap/oy (oper.1ing frequency, ahilt ~ney. tone ~ney, 

clock, code) 

®i Frequency disp/.y I 

Diapl.y 01 "I" for 144 MHl, diapl.y 01 "." for UJ MHz,displ.y lor 1,2llO 

M~ diapl.y 01 "ON" lor 0tI timer. di.ploy 01 "OFF" lor OFF timer '18) 

~ Colon mark In clod< displ.y 

MHz merit 

Meier (s, RF or VU meier) 

(7)1(13) MAIN
 
Main band selection buttons. In the sub band setting mode, either
 
button serves to designate the sub band.
 
"MAIN" is displayed on the display section.
 

(8)/(14)/(20) MSISCAN
 
Press to set the memory scan operation, the MHz scan operation,
 
the busy scan operation or the pause scan operation.
 
During scanning, when any is pressed after pressing the FUNC
 
button, selection is possible between busy scan operation and
 
pause scan operation. (No display for busy scan and pause
 
scan.)
 
Initially, the pause scan operation is set.
 

(9)/(15) RF PWR
 
Press to select between three steps Hi, Mid, Lo for transmission
 
output. Initially, the transmission output is set to "Hi" power. When
 
retuming to the initial setting, a single beep sound (B) is emitted
 
to indicate this returning.
 

(10)/(16) PMR
 
Press to call or cancel the priority memory.
 
When calling the priority memory, "M.P" appears on the display
 
section.
 
Of the 144 MHz band. the initial setting is at 145.000 MHz
 
(simplex mode).
 
OF the 430 MHz band, the initial setting is at 439.520 MHz
 
(repeater mode).
 
Of the 1,200 MHz band, the initial setting is at 1,292.060 MHz
 
(repeater mode).
 
Of the 28 MHz band, the initial setting is at 29.680 MHz
 
(repeater mode).
 

(11)/(17) Sal
 
Squelch knobs. Rotate to eliminate noises peculiar to FM.
 
When either knob is rotated clockwise from the state that it is fully
 
rotated counterclockwise, the noise disappears. Stop the knob at
 
a point at which the noise disappears.
 

(12)/(18) VOL
 
Volume control knobs, either of which is an electronic type
 
operable from the remote control.
 
Rotating either knob clockwise causes increase in volume,
 
whereas rotating it counterclockwise causes decrease in volume.
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(19) MAIN SET ;~; r, "cc,;,
 

Press to set or cancel the time setting operation or set the main
 
band.
 
With a band unit connected, this serves to set the main band.
 

(21) RF PWR ON.T
 
Press to set or cancel the ON timer setting mode or select
 
between three steps of high, middle and low lor the transmission
 
output.
 
With a band unit connected, this serves to select for the transmis

sion output.
 
Moreover, lor ON timer operation, press this button after pressing
 
the FUNG button, at which time the display sedion enters the ON
 
timer setting mode.
 

(23)/(24) VOL and SOL 
(not provided for standard equipment) 

Volume control and squelch knobs with a band unit connected. 
Their operation is the same as that of the VOL and SOL knobs for 
144 MHz or 430 MHz band, 
The VOL and SOL knobs and their associated panel are accesso
ries of the GSOIG50D in a band addition kit. 

(25) VFO/STEP
 
Press to select VFO or tuning step.
 
In the VFO mode, its associated green LED ~ghts, in which state
 
the frequency (operating frequency, shift frequency, tone
 
frequency, etc.) can be varied by the rotary channel selector dial.
 
When the green LED is OFF, feasible are such features as tuning
 
step, memory address number, clock time adjustment, etc., in
 
which case the frequency cannot be changed.
 
After pressing the FUNG button, when this button is pressed,
 
the tuning step select operation is engaged.
 
A suitable one is selectable from six tuning steps, 5 kHz, 10 kHz,
 
12.5 kHz, 20 kHz, 25 kHz and 50 kHz. However, to the band unit
 
1,200 MHz, two tuning steps of 10 kHz and 50 kHz only are
 
given.
 

[Advlces]
 
UThe memory call mode engaged is canceled keeping the
 
memory frequency.
 
oIn the memory call mode, when the MR button is pressed
 
again, the memory frequency returns to the frequency value prior
 
to call and thus the memory call mode is also canceled.
 

(26) MHz/100k
 
Press to select between tuning steps.
 
For 1 MHz step, its associated green LED lights. After that, when
 
the FUNG button is pressed, the frequency can be varied in units
 
of 100 kHz step.
 

(27) MR
 
Press to call the memory address number.
 
The memory address can be called using the rotary channel
 
selector dial and numeral keys on the remote control.
 
When that memory location is blank, "M" and the address number
 
display flicker.
 

(28) AFClRIT
 
Button enabled only with a band unit (1,200 MHz) connected,
 
which selects between AFG (auto) and RIT (manual).
 
For AFG, its associated green LED lights. For RIT, its associated
 
red LED lights.
 
After pressing the FUNG button, when this button is pressed, the
 
RIT (manual) operation is engaged.
 

(29) Rotary channel selector dial
 
Dial for frequency/memory address number setting, clock time
 
setting, shift frequency, tone frequency, code memory address
 
call, etc.
 

(30) PRT/SHI FT 
Press to call the repeater mode or call the shift frequency in the 
repeater mode. 
After pressing the FUNG button, when this button is pressed, the 
shift frequency is called in the repeater mode. When it is pressed 
once again, the tone frequency is called. (With GTNSO connected) 

[Note]
 
Without an optional tone squelch unit CTNSO connected, the
 
tone frequency cannot be called.
 

(31) REV/+
 
Press to call the reverse operation or the shift direction "+. in the
 
repeater mode.
 
After pressing the FUNG button, when this button is pressed, the
 
shift direction "+" is called in the repeater mode.
 

[Note]
 
In the shift frequency or tone frequency call mode, this
 
button Is disabled.
 

(32) MW
 
Press to rewrite or write in memory.
 

(33) CAlUMUTE
 
Press to call the call frequency or set or cancel the audio signal
 
mute mode.
 
After pressing the FUNG button, when this button is pressed, the
 
audio signal mute mode is set or canceled. In the mute operation.
 
"MUTE" is displayed, at which time the volume of the correspond

ing band is reduced about 15 dB.
 

(34) T.SOUT.F
 
Press to set or cancel the tone squelch operation or call the tone
 
frequency.
 
After pressing the FUNG button, when this button is pressed, the
 
tone frequency subject to tone squelch is called.
 

[Note]
 
Without an optional tone squelch unit CTN50 connected, the
 
tone squelch operation cannot be set and the tone frequency
 
cannot be called.
 

(35) SUB/K.l 
Press to set the sub band mode or set or cancel the key lock 
function. 
After pressing the FUNG button, when this button is pressed, the 
key lock function is set or canceled. 

(36) FUNC 
Press to engage the function mode. 
After pressing this button, when another button is pressed, the 
function represented by the letters wrillen at the right side runs 
When the FUNG button is pressed, "F" appears on the dsplay 
section. In this case, however, when no further operation is made, 
the function mode is canceled about 3 seconds later. 

[Notes] 
1. Even when this FUNC button Is pressed In ON timer Of
 

OFF timer time selling, "F" does not appear.
 
2. Even when the FUNC button on the remote control, "P'
 
does not appear.
 

(37) VU/An
 
Press to change to the VU meter mode or lower the reception
 
sensitivity .
 
After pressing the FUNG button, when this button is pressed, the
 
reception sensitivity is lowered about 10 dB.
 
When it is pressed directly, the VU meter mode is engaged.
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(38) TIDIMM
 
Press to change the display from the frequency display to the
 
dock display for the band unit connected or change the illumina

tion of the display section in three steps.
 
After pressing the FUNC button, when this button is pressed, the
 
illumination of the display section can be varied in three steps.
 

Bright - Half dark - Dark 

(39) PAG/CODE 
Direcdy press to select between paging, code squelch and normal 
operation. 
After pressing the FUNC button, when this button is pressed, the 
3-<iigit code call mode is engaged. 

[Note]
 
Without an optional OTMF unit CTO 50 connected, this
 
feature Is unavailable.
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Names of Parts and their Functions 
Radio Unit Itself 

~) EXT SPKR® EXT SPKR 

~. EXT SPKR ~7) EXT SPKR 

'ltn VIDEO IN 

3) REMOTE ANT
'itS; IF OUT 

112! ACC 1 

'ltg, REC :54) Unit installation location 
liS' ACC 2 

EXT SPKR 
1.U, ec 

@@
 
2!: 12G "LL 

@@
 

(f)((0 

ACIOOV SO/60H: 

~EB e e EB l 
®®®® 

e EB l 
0000 

~EB e 

@oo 
~ 

'~llgl~ 

OCItl13.!V~ 

(±) 

0" 

OrF 

o 

u..m sw(f) 

@ GND 
DC IN 13.8V 

~j FUSE 4A 

0' MAIN SW 

~) DC output terminal 

@ AC 100V 50/60Hz 

2-Q-~ 



Lateral Side 
(40) VR to regulate audio signal for packet communi
cation 
Regulation is possible according to the input level of TNC. 
Independent from volume control knobs on the radio unit. 

(41) VR to regUlate transmission modulation degree 
for packet communications. 

Rear Operation Section. 
(42) ACC1
 
Terminal to connect between radio unit and TNC for packet
 
operation.
 

(43) AC 100 V 50/60 Hz
 
AC inlet, 10which accessory AC power cord is inserted.
 

(44) GND
 
Ground terminal. Be sure to ground.
 

(45) DC OUT
 
DC output terminal from which the DC voltage from the switching
 
regulator is taken out.
 
Normally (for operation on AC 100 V), the DC cord should be
 
inserted 10 the DC IN 13.8 V terminal.
 

(46) ACC2
 
Control terminal from which power, etc. can be taken out and
 
therefore to which external equipment such as ATV, etc. is
 
connected.
 

(47) VIDEO IN (only with 1,200 MHz band unit connected)
 
Terminal through which video signal modulation is applied to the
 
1,200 MHz band unit, and from which video signal can be input.
 

(48) IF OUT (only with 1,200 MHz band unit connected)
 
Terminal from which the IF signal (55.05 MHz) from the band unit
 
is taken out.
 

(49) REC
 
Terminal from which audio signal is taken out and therefore to
 
which audio equipment such as tape recorder, etc. is connected.
 
Output level of about 450 mV. (with 100 kohm load)
 

(50) MAIN SW
 
Main AC power switch, which is normally set to ON.
 
For operation on external DC power, be sure to set this
 
switch to OFF.
 

(51) FUSE 4A
 
Holder of 250 V/4 A fuse.
 
Never use any fuse other than 250 V/4 A, as it is very dangerous.
 

(52) DC IN 13.8 V
 
Terminal to connect extemal DC power supply, of which the rated
 
input DC vollage is 13.8 V +1-5 %.
 
Never apply any ~Itage other than DC 13.8 V, as it causes
 
failure.
 
For C50, a DC power of more than 8 A is necessary. (For
 
simultaneous transmission of two waves, a DC power of more
 
than 8 A is necessary.)
 
For C50D, a DC power of more than t5 A is necessary.
 

(53) REMOTE ANT
 
Terminal to connect the accessory remote control antenna.
 
For this antenna, be sure to use the accessory remote control
 
antenna. Unless the antenna is connected, transmission is
 
unfeasible from the remote control and reception sound cannot be
 
monitored.
 

(54) EXT SPKR's 144
 
For external speaker for 144 MHz band with impedance of 8
 
ohms
 
From the built-in speaker, the sound of another band is heard.
 
With headphones plugged in, the extemal speaker does not work.
 

(55) EXT SPKR's 430
 
For external speaker for 430 MHz band with impedance of 8
 
ohms.
 
From the built-in speaker, the sound of another band is heard.
 
With headphones plugged in, the extemal speaker does not work.
 

(56) EXT SPKR's 28/1.2 (opllonal band unit)
 
For external speaker for 28 MHz or 1,200 MHz band unit.
 
From the built-in speaker, the sound of another band is heard.
 
With headphones plugged in, the extemal speaker does not work.
 

(57) EXT SPKR's ALL
 
For extemal speaker for any band with impedance of 8 ohms.
 
From the built-in speaker, no sound is heard. With headphones
 
plugged in, the extemal speaker does not work.
 

(58)/(59)/(60)
 
Terminals to supply power to respective units.
 
Never let any bit of metal piece enter to any screw hole.
 
Never disassemble such as by removing a screw, etc.
 
A unit other than speclried cannot be connected.
 

(61) 144MHZ ANT
 
With connector equipped coaxial cable for 144 MHz band, which
 
cable is connected with the coaxial cable running from the
 
antenna.
 
[Note]
 
Never perform transmission wIthout the antenna connected,
 
as It may cause failure.
 

(62) 430MHz ANT
 
With connector equipped coaxial cable for 430 MHz band, which
 
cable is connected with the coaxial cable running from the
 
antenna.
 

[Note]
 
Never perform transmission without the antenna connected,
 
as 1\ may cause failure.
 

(63) Cooling fan
 
For heat sink, with which C50D only is provided.
 
[Note]
 
Avoid pUlling such a mailer as cloth, etc. on the cooling fan,
 
as this degrades the cooling effect. Locate the unit In a
 
highly ventilated place without objects placed around II.
 
Attachment of dusts to the ann-dust filter of the cooling fan
 
results In lower cooling effecl. To avoid this problem, clean
 
the anti-dust filter periodically.
 

(64) Band unit install station
 
Station to install the 28 MHz or 1,200 MHz band unit.
 
Never install a unit other than specified to an unspecified place.
 
Rear Section.
 

(65) Reset termInal
 
Terminal to reset the microprocessor.
 
Gently push by a pointed thin nonmetallic rod, and the display
 
section is extinguished (the clock display disappears momentarily)
 
and the microprocessor is reset.
 
For this, the POWER switch should be ON.
 
In this case, however, any memorized frequency is not erased.
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I 

[List of Operation Buttons] 

Button Function I (remote control) Button Functions II (radio unit) 

1PI8SSwhile pressinq- Display on displayFunclion 
the FUNC bunon., section 

Pagng Clpefilllon or code squolc:h operation 
I' CI PAG , O/'roFF 

._-------- 
~ Code caM OOOFF 2 CODE C-

Tone squelch operation ON/OFF 3 T.SqL T.SQL 

i Pad<el rrode setting ON/OFF 4 PACKET I'AC 

I Voice memory call OOOFF (wiIh 
5 VOICEI ~ion connocled) 

._--- .._-------
I VU metllf operalion ONIOFF 6 VU VlJ 

Repeater operation ONtOFF 7 HI'T RI'T 
-------. 

Reve.... operation In repealllf rrode HEV8 HEV 

Shift diroc1ion 5et1lng 10 •+. I9 + 
----~~---

Clock display operation
 
0 TIME


(with ~ion oonneded) 
---~----

1\1_1.Tr"""mission oulpul ...lection A CLR I'WH 

Reception ......iUVky ...lection AfTB MR ATT 
..

Program scan operalion or 1 MHz;!: 
C MS I'S scanoperation ONtOFF 

Key lock function D MW K.L K.L 
._------

Audio signal IT1JIe operation PMR MUTE MUTE* 
Display l8dion lumlnafion ...lection II CALL D1MM 

Beep sound OO'OFF SQL OFF 

n 

Function [Bunon name 

C5Q1C50Dpower ONIOFF POWER
 

C5OICSOOvolume COnlrol VOL
 
f.----------------+--------..----

Frequency up,down C II Mill
 

Squelch OFF operation S QL 0 F F
b44 ~~------~l-MHz band selection 14_4 

~M::z~a:l,:IectM: :~ 12(-..- --.=-=band &election --+- _ 

._-------~--_. ~--

Funcl ion Function (when prossed ,
Bunon nalT>!
 

(when direc1 , plessed)
 plessure of FUNC bunon :wl
-_._----~ ._-------

POWllf ON/OFF I'OWER 
. __ ._----f-------- f------ 

Band setting MAIN 

Transmission ovutput seleclion 
HF I'W HHi·Mid·Lo 

-.-----------_.

Band &election 
Tome sening (for clock displ<MAIN SET 

(w~h ~ion oonlnocled) ~1
Transrrission aulpul selOC1ion 

RF I'WH ON.T ON firTH' cal(with band unk :onneded) 

Praky memory call 
I'MR OFF.T I OFF tiTer cal

(wkh oplion con, 10C1ed) 
._. -j--- -------~_._..,-----------~--------.

l 
m iit
 

,r; '1,;/ y,
 
_~~_l~jll' L t~O) t:'I.@'__+
 I 

CH sfep selOC1lonVFO/STEI'Mode cancellation I " -------1 
1 MHz slep l00~ slepMllz/ lOOk 

---,- --


Memory call
 MH 
I---------- I

II RIT (only wlh 1.200 MHz band 
MC (with ~Ion connOC1ed) AFC/RIT 

un~ oonnected) 
--.--------t----___+_ -----1 

Shit frequencycall or lone 

frequency cal in repeater
Repeatllf rrode HI'T/SHIFT 

operalion (only wlh CTN50
 
connected)
 

Revllf&e operatlOtl In repealor
 
Shilr dirocllon seloclionREV/+rrode -----t--

Memory wrking MW 

CalIlrequency call Mule operationCALL/MUTE 

Tone frequency call 
Tone squelch operalion T.SQLlT.F 

(wkh CTNSO connected) 
I 

Key lock opar"oo 

-----_.. _._-_._._~-_._----+----
VU 1T>!""_~~""' I VlJ! ATT ~ Receplion sanskiYity &eloclionn__ 

Clockdisplay -rr d)I~IM lII.Jmnation selection 

I Code displayPagIng ~ahon 01 ~YI.JU""" 
1'!\(;/COIlEoperalion J:-!itIl.c;TOSO oon~ed_) _. -------+----

MHz scan 
£Along -=scan=o-,"'s""9/OCl="'IOtl=>be'"lWgenc.:..orrory scan ._ ~'-; / S C!\ N 

, busy scan and pause scan . L"=-="-="-=':"":'.='-

When pressed while pressing the FUNC button 
--~----~---,~. 

I1't Function Bunon name 
-------

Voh> merrory all·clear, POW'" OFF ,ON POWER 
-_. 

Display OFF MAIN (MAIN SET) 

Ramolo control transmission inhbit 1 VFO/STEP 

Rorroto control reception mon~or i okion MHz/lOOK 

1 1,200 MHz band 

;nsiilOCim 

.Transrrissm frequency correc1ion----W 
unk oonnected 
l:lOOP souna~7-c.e<n=IS"'s"'iOOIS="'lngl9·emss 
In signal incomngi~E".~I"Il_rrode_ 

AFC/HIT 

PAC/CODE 

- 

nededReception recording with CVMSO oon REV/+ 
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Display Examples for Different Functions 
The following shows display examples for respective functions: 

PMR:tXM 

UJ.:.1R] RP T 

M,-,, " -, 
-/ I-I I -/ 1/- - -,- ,......1 ......1. ......1...... ......1 

s 
3 9 OVER 

Repeater mode (shift direction "0") 

UJ.:.1R] RP T 

-/1/ I -/ I-I 
" - - -,- ,-, ......1 ......1. ......1...... ......1 

s 
3 5 9 OVER 

Repeater mode (shift direction "+") 

L!Jillll RPT+ 

-/ I-I I -/ 1/ 
'-/ ......1 ......1.......1 C LI 

s 
3 5 7 9 OVER 

Repeater mode (reverse) 

" -, 

UJ.:.1R] RPT REV

-/ , / r -/ I-I 
- - -,- ,......1 1.......1...... ......1 

s 
3 5 9 OVER 

Call frequency 

lmrn 

t: -/ -/ 1/ I-I 1/ 
'-/ ......1 ......1. LI LI LI 

s 
3 9 OVER 

Shift frequency 

Ilil.i."ml 

r '-/1/ 1/ 
......1. LI LI LI 

s 
,1 3 5 9 OVER 

Tone frequency (with CTN50 connected) (repeater 
mode) 

Ilil.i."ml 

I-I I-I , 
LI L/.......1
 

s 
3 9 OVER 

Code 

UJ.:.1R] 

M r I-I I-I II 
rt 
!..., L-L/L/LI 
s 

3 5 9 OVER 

Packet mode 

Ilil.i."ml , / I-I r, '-I L 
S 

1 3 5 7 9 OVER 

OFF band (repeater mode) 

lMJill 

rir I
L/'- ,

s 
3 9 OVER 

Memory frequency call mode (already memorized) 

M 
ri 
!...I '-/ 

rnJill 

-/ -/ -/ I-I I-I 
......1 ......1. C LI LI 

s 
3 9 OVER 

Memory frequency call mode (no memory) 

UJ.:.1R] 

-/ -/ -/ I-I I-I 
Flickers _~\MVi ,-, 

!..., '-: ......1 ......1. C LI LI 
S 

,1 3 5 9 OVER 
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Memory frequency rewrite mode 

~ 

Flickers < ~M,-, 
~I '-I 

-/ -/ -/ ,-I ,-I 
__I __I. C LI LI 

S 

3 5 7 9 OVER 

Tuning step 

~ 

_1'-/ 1/
L L/. LI 

s 
3 5 9 OVER 

Sub band setting mode 
Flickers....-------.-----'
 

-/ -/ ,-I ,-I ,-I 
I-I _I _I. LI LI LI 

s 
3 5 7 9 OVER 

PIT ON (high power In transmission) 

lIDill TX 

-/ -/ -/ ,-I ,-I 
I-I _I __I. C LI LI 

RF 111111 III III III III III III III III III III III 
1 3 5 7 9 OVER 

Sub band mode display 

Flickers ,.----.-------,
Ii'!J.:.m] 

-/ -/ ,-I ,-I ,-, 
'-: _I _I. LI LI LI 

s 
3 9 OVER 

Clock display 

-/ -/ . -/ ,-I 
,-,- . -I' 1-- --- '-~ '--

Lights or flickers 

oLighting - During time setting 
[I Flickering - Normal status 

Display during ON timer setting 

,-I ,-I ,-I ,-, 
, 
,-,

Iu L/. LI LI 
-+
 

Lights or does not appear 

oLighting - Valid 
[I Not appearing -Invalid 

ON timer time display 

,-I . 1/ 1/ ,-, ,-, 
~I I I L/tL/LI 

Lights 

Display during OFF timer setting 

,-, 1/ ri 
,

~I 
ri L/. LI LI

,- .. 
Lights or does not appear 

oLighting - valid 
[I Not appearing -Invalid 

OFF timer time display 

,
,-, . ,-, ,-, 

rs ,
~I LI t LI LI 

Lights 
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[Radio Unit Setup] 

1. Selecting between main bands 
-Setting the main band-

A main band permits signal transmission by operation of the
 
remote control and enables each operation button,
 
The C50/C50D. normally provided with two bands, has a function
 
to set the sub band, thus permitting effective use of three bands
 
with a band unit purchased. Using this function, make the best
 
use of the C50/C50D.
 

[Procedure] ~
 
When the 144 or 430 button on the remote control is pressed,
 
"MAIN" appears on the display section corresponding to the
 
button pressed.
 

144 430 

fPff
 
{Procedure] ~
 
When the corresponcing MAIN button is pressed, "MAIN" lights to
 
indicate that that band is the main band.
 

Lights 

----~----~ 
MAIN 

I:J'Jm

=1 =1 n
'-I _I _I. U 

ri n
U U 

O\l[R: 

When the • button on the optional microphone CMP838G is 
pressed, the main band changes in order. 

[Procedure] Mf;
-' 

~ 
.. J?l .. ;rn
 

MAIN MAIN MAIN

II I[
 
144MHz 430MHz Band unit 

Without a band unit connected, the main band changes alter
nately between 144 MHz and 430 MHz. 

setting the Sub Band Set Mode 

The sub band set mode is used in changing the sub band
 
frequency, etc.
 
Unless any operation is made for about 5 seconds after the sub
 
band set mode is engaged, the sub band set mode is automati

cally canceled.
 
When the SUB button is pressed once again, the sub band set
 
mode is canceled.
 

{Procedure] ~ ~~ 
.:!"tlJ.-I° _ ~ 

[For standard equipment]
 
When the SUB button on the remote control is pressed, "MAIN"
 
for the band of which "MAIN" does not appear starts flickering to
 
incicate that the sub band mode is entered.
 
For operation in the radio unit side, press the SUBIK.L button,
 
While the "MAIN" is flickering, each button operation is feasible in
 
the sub band side.
 

Disappears unless operation 
Flickers is made for 5 seconds. 

SUB ~ 

fI-'L:
1N 

j.. IL...----_ 
Sub band invalid 

{Procedure] ~ ~ _0:1••'''0 _ ~ 

[With band unit connected] 
[1] When the SUB button on the remote control is pressed, the
 
bar signs under the "MAIN" signs of the two bands of which the
 
"MAIN" signs do not appear starts flickering. (This indicates the
 
sub band set mode.)
 

For operation in the radio unit side, press the SUBIK.L button,
 
After that, press the MAIN button of the band to be laken as the
 
sub band.
 

Sub band mode 

EJJ3 
Flickers FlickershJ 

( SE§ ) 

[2] Press the MAIN button of the band to be taken as the sub
 
band.
 

[3] The bar signs disappear, the "MAIN" sign starts flickering to
 
indicate that the sub band mode is engaged.
 
While the "MAIN" sign is flickering, each button operation is
 
feasible in the sub band side.
 

Sub band set mode 

28 1 2G MAIN

7} .. 
I T-

Flickers 
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2. Volume control method 
Press a VOL button on the remote control to obtain your favorable 
volume. 

Otherwise, rotate the SOL knob on the radio unit fully counter
clockwise, thereupon rotate the VOL knob to obtain your favor
able volume. 

(Smaller)

>}ll6la~"1 
~ 

(O:e,O)(J
~ 

[Volume control of main band] 

[Procedure]
 
[1) Set the main band.
 

[2J When a VOl button on the remote control. the VOL knob of
 
the C50IC50D itself automatically rotates to control the volume.
 
Pressing the • • button causes deaease in volume, while
 
pressing the • • button causes increase in volume.
 
It is also possible to control the volume by rotating the VOL knob
 
on the radio unit directly by hand.
 

I~VO'i')~'I,e, '01*.'')
 

[Note]
 
During remote control operation, do not handle the VOL knob
 
on the radio unit, which Is electrically driven.
 

[Volume control of sub Band] 

[Procedure]
 
For standard equipment
 
(1) Press the SUB button on the remote control to set the sub 
band. Thus, the "MAIN" sign starts flickering. Press the SUBJ 
K.L button on the radio unit. 

[2] When a VOL button • " or " • on the remote control unit is 
pressed, the VOL knob on the radio unit automatically rotates to 
control the volume. 
It is also possible to control the volume by rotating the VOL knob 
on the radio unit directly by a hand. 
The sub band set mode is canceled about 5 seconds later from 
the stop of operation. 

'y 
'Nhile nickering 

With band unit connected 

[Procedure] 
(1) When the SUB button is pressed, the bar sign under 'MAIN"
 
starts flickering. Without operation for about 3 seconds. the status
 
prior to pressure of the SUB button is entered. On the radio unit,
 
press the SUBJK.L button.
 

[2] Press the MAlN bullon of the band to be taken as the sub
 
band. Thus, the bar sign stops nickering and the "MAIN" starts
 
flickering instead.
 
With this, the sub band setting is completed.
 

[3] When a VOL bullon " " or " " on the remote control unit is
 
pressed. the VOL knob on the radio unit automatically rotates to
 
control the volume.
 
The sub band set mode is canceled about 5 seconds later from
 
the stop of operation.
 

h).. wi w
J 

FlickersFlickers( SE:j ) 
144 28 '1 2G 

Press either 

~~ ... ... 
=DC[]

FIid<,~V0l6F'd"" 

(Smaller) (Larger) 
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3. SOL adjustment method Frequency setting of main band 
The SOL knob is not driven electrically. 

[Frequency setting by remote control] 
When numeral buttons on the remote control is pressed, figum 

~ appears correspondingly on the display section. 

((0 .. (0)
 
set the dial to Rotate the dial to a point at 
around "2". which noise disappears. 

[Note]
 
Do not rotate It excessively clockwise, as this disables
 
reception of weak signals.
 

4. Frequency setting method 
DiHemnl methods of frequency setting are available. Make a 
choice suitable to the application. 

Two methods are available: pressing numeral keys on the 
remote control to set your desired frequency or using the 
rotary channel selector dial. 

• Settlng to 435.47 MHz 

VOISE PACKET RPT 

~ 0) 0)/j'5J 

Using the rotary channel selector dial 

(Down) (Up) 

~ ( ~ ) 
Rotary channel selector dial 

Example: ~ 
When setting 433.08 
1. Pmss numeral key "3". 3 .r)o 
2. Pmss numeral key "0". 

3.003. Pmss numeral key "8". 

4. Beeps 3.08 ~I::::-':J 
.rc, TIME REV 433.080TSOL

/jv+0"® 

When entering 1293.02 
1. Press numeral key "9". 129U.OC) 
2. Pmss numeral key "3". 1293 .(')0
3. Press numeral key "0". 
4. Press numeral key "2". 1293 .00 . 
5. Beeps 1293 .02 ~l::-':J 

-",t9)~ .. T so CODEr,; TIME 1293.020 

~ 0+0+0 

It beeps to inform the completion of setting. 

[Advice]
 
oFor operation with 144 MHz, 430 MHz and option 28 MHz
 
bands, enlry begins al the order of units of MHz.
 
[I For operation with 144 MHz, 430 MHz and option 1,200 MHz
 

bands, entry begins at the order of tens of MHz. 

[Note)
 
On the way of frequency setting, when the rotary channel
 
selector is rotated, the frequency value goes up or down
 
from thaI prior 10 setting.
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[Method of frequency setting by CH MHz buttons on	 [Procedure II] E!=~ 
[1) After pressing the MHz/lOOK button on the radio unit, when remote control] 
the rotary channel selector dial is rotated, the frequency goes up When a CH MHz button on the remote control is pressed, the 
or down in units of 1 MHz step. frequency varies in units of 20 kHz step (initial selling).
 

Pressing the " " button causes increase-up in frequency, whereas
 
pressing the" "button causes decrease-down in frequency.
 

~ 

~MHLJ 
(Down) (Up) 

[Method of frequency setting by rotary channel
 
selector dial]
 
When the rotary channel selector dial is rotated on the radio unit,
 
the frequency varies in units of 20 kHz step (initial selling).
 
Clockwise rotation causes increase-up in frequency, whereas
 
counterclockwise rotation causes decrease-down in frequency.
 

(Down) (Up) 

~ 
~( V ) 

Rotary channel selector dial 

[Method of frequency change In units of 1 MHz step] 

[Procedure I] 
[1] While pressing the FUNC button on the remote control unit, 
when a CH MHz button " " or "" is pressed, the frequency goes 

up or oown in units of 1 MHz step. 

~ 

Up or down in 
units of 1 MHz step ,-JUNe) +.f}MHLJ.. ,

'-----_-.:....JI 

[Advice]
 
When "F" appears on the display section on the radio unit, the
 
frequency goes up or down in units of 100kHz step.
 

(Down) (Up) 

~ 
( M .. (O\.',!90K) ( V )
 
LED lights green. 

Rotary channel selector dial 

When the green LED of the button is lighting, the frequency 
changes in units of 1 MHz step. 

[Method of frequency change In units of 100 kHz step] 

When the LED of the MHzIOOK button 0fI the radio unit is lighting, 
when the rotary channel selector dial is rotated after pressing the 
FUNC button on the radio unit ("F" appears on the display 
section), the frequency varies in units of 100 kHz step. 

(Down) (Up) 

(M(~~r .. E:J )[J.. ( ~ )
When LED
 

is lighting
 While lighting Rotary channel selector dial 

"F" disappears about 3 seconds later from the handlingstop of the
 
rotary channel selector dial, and the 100 kHz step frequency
 
change is canceled.
 

[Advice] 
Even when the radio unit is in the MHz/100kHz mode, the 
frequency can be varied up/down by pressing directly a CH MHz 
button on the remote control (in units of normal tuning step). 

29 
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[Method of frequency setting of sub band] 

1. For standard equipment
 
When the SUB button on the remote control is pressed, the
 
corresponding sign "MAIN" starts flickering.
 
On the radio unit, press the SUBIl<.L button.
 
The frequency can be thus varied up/down by the rotary channel
 
selector dial or the remote control.
 
The sub band mode is canceled about 5 seconds later from the
 
stop of operation.
 

2. With band unit connected
 
[1] When the SUB button on the remote control, the bar sign
 
under "MAIN" starts flickering.
 
On the radio unit, press the SUBIl<.L button.
 
Without operation for about 3 seconds, the status prior to
 
pressure of the SUB button is restored.
 

[2] Next, press the MAIN button of the band to be taken as the
 
sub band.
 
Thus, the bar sign flickering disappears and the "MAIN" sign
 
starts nickering. With this, the sub band setting is completed.
 
Thus the frequency can be varied up/down by the rotary channel
 
selector dial or remote control.
 
The sub band mode is canceled about 5 seconds later from the
 
stop of operation.
 

[Operation Method] 
In the following... 
1. "MAIN" Is omitted in an illustration for the display sec
tion. 
2. Unless otherwise specified, each operation should be 
performed on a main band. 
3. The operation method Is described with the center of the 
430 MHz band. 
4. Of the operation method, the procedure using the remote 
control Is main. 

1. Operation on call frequency 
.When the CALL button is pressed, the call frequency is played 
on the display section. When it is pressed again, the frequency 
display prior to pressing the CALL button is restored. 

.The CALL button is to call the call frequency with priority. 

.The call frequency, which is set initially, cab be rewritten. 

.The repeater mode can be set to the call frequency by writing. 

Initial settings... 145.00 MHz for 144 MHz band 
433.00 MHz for 430 MHz band 

1,295MHz for 1,200 MHz band 
29.30 MHz for 28 MHz band 

[Procedure] If·~ ~ 
[1] On the remote control, press the 430 button.
 

Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the MAIN button for the
 
430 MHz band.
 

[2) On the remote control, press the #CALL DIMM button.
 
On the radio unit, press the CALUMUTE button.
 

430 CALL DIMM 

/jJ "/1~ .. ~33.000 I
 
"C 433.000" is displayed. 

A

E5
1E

(9J~) C ) 

[31 Press the PIT button on the remote control for communica 
tions. 

at; X;z.AA4;:.:e'.'AP%P.4AAAAhPAAAAAMS)SAZA#t2¥SAA,ALLcco:;a;::v,liilfSr:-: 
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[Method of rewriting the call frequency] [Method of writing the repeater mode to the call 
frequency] 

[Procedure] ~~ 
[1) On the remote control, press the #CALL DIMM bulton. [Procedure] ~~ 

Otherwise, on the rado unit, press the CALUMUTE button. [1] On the remote control, press the #CALL DIMM button, and 
Thus, "C433.000· will be displayed. "C433.000· will be displayed. 

CALL DIMM .. ~33.000 I 
~ 
(CAr~~r ) 

12)	 On the remote control, press the D WI K.L button. 
On the racio unit. press the MW bulton. 
Thus, on the cisplay section, "C" will change from lighting 10 

flickering, indicating the write mode. 
"C" flickers. 

Flickers 

MW Kl» .~33.000t
I 

(	 6) 
[3] Set an arbitrary freqJency by the CH MHz button on the 

remote control or the rotary channel selector cia! on the radio 
unit. "C433.SOO" will be displayed. 

Rickers;;7~ 
(Up) • lE~33.S00 I(Down) 

433.500 is to be set( eJ ) 
[4] Press the D MW K.L botton on the remote control again, and a 
beep sound will be heard to indicate the completion of writing. On 
the radio unit. press the WI button. On the display section, "C· 
will change from flickering to lighting and 433.500 will be set as 
the call frequency. 

Ugh Is Beeps 

• b33.S00 I~' 
433.500 has been set 

(	 EJ) 
[5] Press the #CALL DIMM bulton on the remote control again, 
and the status prior 10 this pressing win be restored. 

'\ 

CALL DIMM 

/jJ .. ~33.000 I
 
(	 CAEJTE ) 

[2) On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC bulton, 
press the RPT (7) button to engage the repeater mode. 

Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the RPT/SHIFT button, 

Lights 

~+j·1 
RPT. 
~ 

(	 R~T ) 

[3) Press the #CALL DIMM bullon on the remote control again, 
the status prior to this pressure will be restored. 

[Advice)
 
DFor + shift, when "RPT' is displayed on the display section,
 
press the +9 bullon while pressing the FUNC botton.
 

On the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC bulton, press the 
REV+ button. 

+ RPT+..
 ~33.000~0~ 
(E:J ..a) 

IIThe repeater mode or tone squelch mode will be memorized 
irrespective of rewriting the call frequency. 

[Note]
 
The REV (reverse) operation is not memorized.
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[Method of writing the tone squelch mode to the call 
frequency] 

Enabled only with CTN50 connected. 

[Procedure] ~~ 
[1] On the remote oontrol, press the #CALL DIMM button, and 
"C433.000" will be displayed. 

Otherwise, on the racio unit, press the CALUMUTE button. 

CALL DIMM 

/jrtf) .. ~33.000 I 
(CAEjTE ) 

[2) On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button,
 
press the 3 T.SQL button to engage the tone squelch mode.
 

Otherwise, on the racio unit, press the T.SQUT/F button.
 

TSOL 
T.SQL 

~33"OOOJi?+Jf" 
( Et) 

[3] Press the #CALL DIMM button on the remote control again, 
and the status prior to this pressure will be restored. 

2. Method of simultaneous 
operation on two waves by two 
persons 

One unit of C50/C50D can be operated by two persons with an
 
optional microphone CMP838G and the microphone of the
 
remote control.
 

[Procedure] ~~ ~ _.;"
 
For example where operation on 144 MHz band is made by the
 
optional microphone and operation on 430 MHz band is made by
 
the microphone of the remote control.
 

(1) Connect the optional microphone to the MIC terminal. 

(2) Set the MIC SELECTOR switeh to "1". 

~.~~t:;'
 
- .
....- .....~. '\ .::&)"

f "
'y 

[3] Set the 430 MHz band as the main band. 

[4] One person is able to operate on the 144 MHz band by the 
optional microphone, and the other person is able to operate on 
the 430 MHz band by the microphone of the remote oontrol. 

1144 MHz band I 430 MHz ~ I 

·t ~Xr "fJfi!J 
,~ 

[Advice] 
[] The microphone connected to the MIC terminal is capable of 
transmission on the band oorresponding to the position of the 
MIC SELECTOR switch independent of the "MAIN" sign on the 
display section. 

MIC SELECTOR position Transmission by microphone
 
oonnected to MIC terminal
 

OFF Disabled 
1 Transmission on 144 MHz band 
2 Transmission on 430 MHz band 
3 . Transmission on band of band unit 

J 

[] With a band already engnging the packet mode, only one
 
another band is available.
 

[Notes]
 
For simultaneous transmission on two waves in the C50D, the Hi
 
power mode is unfeasible. For this purpose, the transmission
 
output of each band should be set to Mid or Lo power.
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3. Repeater operation method 

[On repeater operation]
 
This refers to radio communications through repeater station.
 
The repeater operation is feasible in areas where repeater stations
 
are established. For this, check technical joumals for transmissionl
 
reception frequencies of repeater stations.
 

• Communications are performed through a repeater station on
 
frequencies different between transmission and reception. There

fore, the radio needs a feature to shift transmission/reception Ire

quencies. Furthennore, it also needs a built-in encoder to drive the
 
repeater station.
 
The CsevCSOD permits the repeater operation because of its built

in feature of 88.5 Hz (fixed) driving the repeater station without any
 
addition .
 

• The repeater operation enables communications with remote
 
station by a small-power transceiver by virtue of through repeater
 
station.
 
In operation on Hi power, access is gained to a repealer station
 
identical in frequency. Operation on Lo power is recommendable
 
for CSO and C50D.
 

Ordinary Operation 

Repeater Operation 

Repeater station	 TX439520MHz 
RX434520MHz 

~~r< ,/J~ TX'434520MHz 
TX434,.520MHZ::. If \:l;j~t RX:439520M. Hz 
RX439520MHz [ .::ll[ ..:::r::-'
;f

. ,'.	 ."." "",' ~.. ,~,' ':;'. ;; 
, ".) , ,,;" "',~J,c) I~Ln"",>, I OJ . 

, 

.-~~ 

For the CsevC50D, every repeater operating frequency specified by
 
JARL is set to the repeater mode, thereby neutralizing some draw

back of shift frequency and repeater mode settings. Needless to
 
say, the repeater mode can be canceled.
 

[Advlces]
 
[I For repeater operation on memory frequency, even when tone
 
squelch mode is entered, the tone frequency set by the RPTI
 
SHIFT button is engaged.
 

n For repeater operation on VFO frequency, when the tone
 
squelch mode is entered, the tone frequency set by the T.SCll.fT.F
 
button is engaged.
 

[Note]
 
Avoid simplex operation on a repeater operating frequency as
 
a band plan.
 

[Repeater operation method] 

Method using PMR 

[Procedure] ~~ ~ 
[1] Set the 430 MHz band as the main band. 

{2] On the remote control, press the ·PMR MUTE bunon, and ·PM", 
"439.5202 and "RPT" will be displayed (initial values). 

Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the PMR button, 

PMR MUTE M RPTEngage the P439.520430 MHz band., ,"jf" 
(I 

PMR 

i) 

[3] Press the PTI button on the remote control for communica
tions. 

Method with frequency set 

[Procedure] ~
 
[lJ Press numeral keys on the remote control to the frequency of
 
the repeater station.
 
When the repeater frequency is set, the repealer mode is auto

matically entered, ("RPT" lights,)
 

Repeater mode is 
automatically entered, 

PACKEr 

RPT;;9)· .. ·0 ... I I 
/~t to the frequency of
 

the repeater station.
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---

I 

(2] Press the PIT button on the remote control for communica
tions. 

(Ad vices] 
[I In repeater operation, on the remote control, when the 8 REV 
button is pressed while pressing the FUNC button, the reception 
frequency takes place. 

~ 
RPT REv 

RPT I ~ 
439.520	 .. ;tv .. I 434.520 I 

f8\ Transmission on 
AV 439.520 MHz with 

;' / PITON 

( E§ ) 

DIn repeater operation, on the remote control, when the +9 button 
is pressed while pressing the FUNC button, the shift direction is 
reversed. 01 the raoo uni~ after pressing the FUNC button, press 
the REV/+ button. 

W
RPT T 

439.520 
I+PT~ ON +1 OFF I---1 

Off-band display 
+ 

439.520 MHz +	 .) 
5 MHz = 0If-band 

~~ 
(Ej.. f§ ) 7~ 

( 

[Note]
 
When the shift frequency goes off the amateur band, "OFF"
 
appears on the display section so that no transmission Is
 
made.
 

4. Method of altering the tone 
frequency in repeater operation 

.Ust of tone frequencies· (Unit: Hz) 

67 0 100.0 141 3 2035 
71 9 1035 146 2 2'0 7 
74.4 107.2 151 4 218 1 
no 110 9 156 7 225 7 
79 7 114 8 162 2 2336 

118 8 241882 5 167 9 
85 ~ 123 0 173 8 250 3 
88 5 127.3 179 9 
915 1318 186 2 
94 8 136 5 192 8 

Only with CTNSO connected
 
'In the C50/C500, a tone frequency of 88.5 MHz for repeater op

eration is memorized. With an optional tone squelch unit CTN50
 
connected, the tone frequency can be altered arbitrarily.
 

[Procedure]
 
(1] Set the 430 MHz band as the main band.
 

[2J 01 the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press the 
RPTISHIFT button. (Only on the radio unit) 

Thus, the shift fmquency will be dsplayed on the dsplay section. 

Shift frequency 

5.000(~ ..E:;f) .. 1'------_ 
For 430 MHz 

[3] Press the RPT/SHIFT button on the radio unit again, and the 
tone frequency will be dsplayed on the display section instead. 

Tone frequency 

CE:r)"1 88.51 

[4] Set a new tone frequency by the rotary channel selector dal on
 
the radio unit or the CH MHz button on the remote control. When
 
initial setting 88.5 is reached, a single soft-pitched sound (B) is
 
emitted to inform this reaching.
 
From 37 kinds of tone frequencies already memorized, one is se

lected.
 

\7HM6 
Tone frequency 

setting 
r~UPh) .. 

[5] When the RPTISHIFT button is pressed on the radio unit, the 
prior frequency display is restored. 

[6) The tone frequency is rewritten completely herewith.
 

[Advices]
 
nit is not necessary to engage the repeater mode.
 
DWhen the tone frequency has been altered, the repeater opera
tion is performed on the newly assumed tone frequency.
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5. Method of altering the shift fre	 6. Operation using the PMR feature 
quency in repeater	 operation capable of calling a very often used 

frequency by a single action 
'In the C50/C50D, a shift frequenc,y of 5 MHz for repeater opera
tion is memorized. This shift frequenc,y can be altered arbitrarily. 

Great convenience will be obtained due to the use of the priority 
memory (PMA) feature which is capable of calling by a single ac

The initial settings are as follows: 
tion a simplex frequency or repeater station frequency frequently 

144 MHz bane!... 0.600 MHz 28 MHz band... 0.100 MHz 
used in usual operation. 430 MHz bane!... 5.000 MHz 1,200 MHz band ... 20.000 MHz 

[Procedure) e==~ ~ 
(1] Set the 430 MHz band as the main band. 

[2] On the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press the
 
RPTISHIFT button. (Only on the radio unit)
 
Thus, the shift frequency will be displayed on the display section.
 

For 430 MHz 

(~.RE:n"I 5.000_ 
[3] Sel a new shift frequenc,y 'r:t-f the rotary channel selector dial on 
the radio unit or by numeral key or Ihe CH MHz button on the re
mote control. 

(;HM:6 
(Down) (Up) Shift frequency setting (a )"I 7.000 I 

[4J Press the APTISHIFT button on the radio unit again, and the 
prior frequency display will be restored. 

The frequency prior toCE:f) .. this altering is restored. 

In this case, with an optional tone squelch unit CTN50 connected, 
the tone frequency display will thereby be restored. Therefore, it is 
needed to press the APT/SHIFT button again. 

Tone frequency 

88.5CE:r) .. 1,--_ 
[5] The shift frequency is rewritten completely therewith. 

[Advlces]
 
oIt is not necessary to engage the repeater mode.
 
DWhen the shift frequency has been altered, the repeater opera

tion is perfonned on the newly assumed shift frequency.
 
DThe maximum permissible shift frequency is determined in its
 
upper ~mit for each band.
 

[Procedure] ~. ~ 
[1] On the remote control, press the ·PMR MUTE button. 

Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the PMR button. 
Thus, ·PM" will appear on the display section to indicate the 

PMR call mode. 

Lights 

PI.'R ..~-, 

Initial values are as follows:
 
144 MHz 145.000 MHz, simplex mode
 
430 MHz 439.52 MHz, repeater mode
 

1,200 MHz 1,292.06 MHz, repeater mode
 
28 MHz... 29.68 MHz, repeater mode
 

[Method of calling or rewriting the PMR frequency] 

[Procedure] ~~
 
[lJ On the remote control, press the ·PMR button.
 

Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the PMA button.
 

[2] On the remote control, press the D MW K.L button to engage 
the memory rewrite mode. 

Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the MW button. 
Thus, "M' will flicker on the display section to indicate the mem

ory rewrite mode. 

Flickers
PMR MUTE	 ~ 
r:\ MW K.L 

/}~ .. ® .. p--
rr,lR ) /-} 

(I i ( EJ ) 

[3] Set you desired frequency by the rotary channel selector dial 
on the radio unit or 'r:t-f the CH MHz button on the remote control. 

[Nole)
 
A numeral key on Ihe remote control cannot be Input dlreclly.
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(4) On the remote control. press the D MW K.L button again. and 7. Method of operation on memory
"M" will change from flickering to lighting. and the new PMR fre

quency be displayed instead. frequency
 
Otherwise. on the radio unit, press the MW button.
 

Eadl band is provided with a memory capacity of 10 channels. thus 
eliminating bother of frequency selling. 

Flickers Frequency setting Lighting Completion of setting 

~ ~L ~ I... ...~ 
( EJ )
 

[Advice]
 
oFor setting or canceling the repeater mode. on the remote con

trol. press the 7 APT buttonwhile pressing the FUNC button when
 
in the PMR call mode. The selling or cancellation can be made dJe
 
to repeatedly performance of the same operation.
 
On the rado unit. press the RPT/SHIFT button.
 

In PMR call mode 

[~ 
RPT 

'----I..5J~~ 
CE:r) 

[Notes] 
1. During PMR calling, with the clock mode selecled, when 
the POWER switch Is set OFF and then ON again, PMR Is 
canceled. However, this means no abnormality. 

2. During PMR, the LED of the MR button does not light. 

\
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Moreover. it is also possible to memorize such factors as repeater 
mode. shift frequency. tone frequency and tone squelch mode so 
that the application range is further widened. 

Memory addresses in which frequoncies are memorized are repre
sented as MO. M1. M2 M9. 

[Procedure] ~~ 
[1] Press the B MR ATT buttonon the remote control. and "M" will
 
light on the display section to indicate the memory frequency call
 
mode.
 
Otherwise. on the radio unit. press the MR bulton.
 

MR ATT Memory frequency call 

~ ...p

( g) Memory address number 

[2) Call your desired memory address number by the rotary chan
nel selector dial on the radio unit or by a numeral key or CH MHz 
button on the remote control. 

(Down) (Up)

( e5 )
.. p
 
Memory address number fJJ"6
 

(Down) (Up) 

[3] Press the PIT button on the remote control 10 perform 
communications. 

l~~ PH ON 

~
 
[4] After the termination of communications, press the A CLR PWR 
bunco or B MR AIT button on the remote control 10 cancel the 
memory call mode. and the VFO mode will be engaged. 

IMemory call 
mode Cancel 

, 
VFO/STEP )

C 
[Note] 
When the A CLR PWR button on the remote control Is pressed,
 
the VFO frequency Is displayed Instead.
 
When the B MR ATT button on the remote contrails pressed,
 
the previous VFO frequency Is restored.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, use the MR and VFO/STEP but

tons.
 



I 

[Procedure to memorize new frequency] 

[Procedure] ~~ 
[1] Display the frequency to be memorized on the display section. 

[2] On the remote control, press the B MR An button. 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the MR bunon. 
Thus, the memory address number (MO) is displayed flickering 

on the display section. (This lights when that frequency is already 
memorized.) 

This is lhe memory frequency call mode. 

FreqJency to be memorized Ricl<.ers 

I~T ..~o
 
MR 't( g) Memory ad:tess number 

[3J Set the memory address number by the rotary channel selector 
knob on 1heracio un~ or by a numeral key or CH MHz button on lhe 
remote control. 

[4] On the remote control, press the D MW K.L button, and the 
display of the memory address number (Mx) lights to indcate that 
the memory frequency is wrillen completely. 

Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the MW bunon. 

Address number sening Lights 

loJ I"~'''~L.¥--O ----J 

MW 't( E5) Memory address number 

[AdvIce]
 
oIn 1he memory call mode, when the memory address is not occu

pied, "Mx" flickers and the VFO frequency is displayed.
 

[Method of altering a memory frequency written] 

[Procedure] ~~ ~' 
[1) On the remote control, press the B MR An button. 

Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the MR button. 

[2] Thus, the display of the memory address number (Mx) will light 
on the display section to indicate that the memory frequency call 
mode is engaged. 

MRAIT Ug~'M I 
MR ~ .. 0 

( (Q ) /jJ t """""" address number 

[3] On the remote control, press the MW K.L bunon, and only "M" 
for the memory address flickers. 

Flickers 

MW KL 

~/fJ ..
~number 

[4) Set your desired frequency by the rotary channel selector dial 
on the radio unit or by the CH MHz button on the remote control. 

h MHli\ Rickers
V U Frequency selling
 

(Down) (Up),) ..~
 
~ ) ~
( \J Memory address number 

[5] On the remote control unit, press the tvf'N K.L button, and "M" 
on the display section changes from flickering to lighting to indicate 
that rewriting is completed. 

MW ~ l Ug~.t Comp"''" rrewritinq 

jjJ" 0 
MW( E::J) Memory address number 

[6] On 1he remote control, press 1heA CLR PWR bunon or B MR 
An button, and the VFO mode will be restored. 
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[Method of erasing a memory frequency written] 

Method of erasure together with memory address 

[Procedure] e·~ 
(1) Set as 1he main band 1heband of which a memory frequency is 
to be erased. 

(2) Holding pressing the MR button on the radio unit, display the 
memory address number to be erased by the rotary channel selec
tor dial. 

(Down) (Up) Lights Number 10be erased 

(6 J+( (J )"~oj I 

(3] 011he racio unit, press 1heMR button Q( the VFOISTEP button, 
and on the display section the display of the memory address 
number flickers to inform that the memory frequency has been 
erased. 

Flickers 
Frequency to be erased 

(6 +'iEj') .. ~o I 

Method of erasing every memory address 

[Procedure] ~.
 
[1) Set as 1hemain band 1heband of which memory address is b
 
be erased.
 

[2] 011he racio unit, while pressing 1he MR bulbn (with the MRs 
LED OFF), press the MAIN button. 

(The state that the MR's LED is OFF refers to when 1he mem
ory call mode is canceled.) 

MR M~IN) 

(Q +G ! .. Cancel
( 

(3) A single long high-pitched beep sound is heard 10 indicate that 
the contents of every address are erased. 

[Advice]
 
Erasure is also possible for a band other than main bands. At this
 
time, while pressing the MR bullon (only when the band of which
 
memory frequency is 10 be erased is in the VFO mode), press the
 
MAIN button for the band of which memory frequency is to be
 
erased.
 

[Note]
 
Note that the performance of this operation results in erasure
 
of all contents of EEPROM.
 
(Memory address 0 to 9, code address 0 to 5 and P)
 

8. Method of writing repeater mode 
to memory frequency 

The repeater mode can be set to a memory frequency by writing. In
 
addition, a shift frequency can also be sel.
 

[Advlces]
 
1) To a memory frequency,it is possible to write 1he repeater mode,
 
the repeater shift frequency and tone frequency. In addition, the
 
repeater mode and the tone squelch mode can also be written.
 

To a memory frequency, only one tone frequency can be writ
ten. Namely, 1helone frequency in 1herepeater mode and is iden
tical with that in the tone squelch mode. 

2) To a memory frequency, it is possible 10write the lone sqJeld1 
mode and the lone frequency. 

[Method of writing repeater shIft frequency to memory 
frequency] 

[Note]
 
For mode wriling or tone/shift frequency writing to a memory
 
frequency, press the RPT/SHIFT button after pressing the
 
FUNC button,
 

[Procedure1 
[1] Call a memory frequency, and write the repeater mode 
thereto. 

[21	 After pressing the FUNC button, press the RPTISHIFT buttcn 
You can set your desired shift frequency by CH MHz button, 

numeral key and main band select button on the remote control. 

(3) Press the RPT/SHIFT button twice, and the prior memory ca~ 

mode is restored. 
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[Method of writing repeater tone frequency to memory [4] On the remote control, press the D MW KL button, and "M" lor 

frequency] the memory address number will flicker. 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the MW button. 

[Note] Rickers 
For mode writing or shift/tone frequency writing, press the 
RPTISHIFT button after pressing the FUNC button. 

[Procedure] 
[1] Can a memory frequency and write the repeater mode thereto. 

[2] Aher pressing the FUNC button, press the APT/SHIFT button, 
Thus, the shift frequency will be displayed. Then, repress the APT/ 
SHIFT button. 

You can set your desired tone frequency by CH MHz and main 
band select buttons on the remote control. 

[3] Press the RPT/SIFT button once, and the prior memory call 
mode is restored. 

[Method of writing repeater mode] 

[Procedure] 
[1] Set the 430 MHz band as the main band. 

[2] Call a memory frequency. 

[3] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the	 7 APT button. 

OthelWise, on the radio unit, press the APTISHIFT button, 
Thus, "RPT" will appear on the display section. 

<J@ 
Memory APT 
frequency call I"~;;"I_ 

4J
 
(RE:r ) 

MW ~ L 

jfJ "~_~_,L~ 
( ~) 

[5] On the remote control, press the D MW K.L button once again,
 
and "M" for the memory address number changes from flickering to
 

lighting to indicate that the repeater mode is written,
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, repress the MW button.
 

MW 'L UghQ~,,;og 

~ ).. 0 Memo<}' arXl",,, "mba, 

[Method of canceling repeater mode] 

[Procedure] _ .". 

[1] Set the 430 MHz band as the main band. 

[2] Call a memory frequency. 

[3} On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, pr-ess
 
the 7 APT button.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the APTISHIFT button.
 
Thus, "APT" disappears on the display section.
 

Disappears 

~FUNC) ~ 
RPT1Memory frequencyI.. + .. 

call.	 RPT 

~
 
( RE:f )
 

[4] On the remote control, press the D MW K.L bullon, and "M" for 
the memory address number will fticker.
 

Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the MW button.
 

Flickers 

J)' 
(EJ) 

.. ~Memo~ .""""l "moo, 

[5] On the remote control, press the D MW K.L bul10n once ~n, 

and "M" for the memory address number will change from ftid\er
ing to lighting to indicate that the repeater mode is canceleC 

Otherwise, on the radio unit, repress the MW button. 

Lights 

MW ~ L .. ~
/jJ ~snumber 
(E:J)
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9. Method of writing tone squelch 
mode to memory frequency 

The use of an optional tone squelch unit CTNSO Is necessary. 
The tone squelch mode can be written to a memory frequency. In 
addition, a tone frequency can also be written. 

[Method of writing tone squelch tone frequency to 
memory frequency] 

[Procedure] 
[1] Call a memory frequency, and write the tone squelch mode 
thereto. 

(2) Alter pressing the FUNC button, press the RPTISHIFT button, 
Thus, the shift frequency wlll be cisplayed. Then, repress the RPTI 
SHIFT button. 

You can set your desired tone frequency by CH MHz and main 
band select buttons on the remote contro\. 

[3] Press the RPTISHIFT button once, and the prior memory call 
mode will be restored. 

[Method of writing tone squelch mode] 

~~
[Procedure] 
[1) Set the main band. 

[2] Call a memory frequency. 

[3) On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the 3 T.SOl button, and "T.SQL" will appear on the cisplay sec

tion.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the T.SOLIT.F button.
 

TSOL 

/'jfUNC) +~ "I_T_.SO_L__ 

(E:t) 

[4] On the remote control, press the 0 MW K.L button, and "M" for
 
the memory address number will nicker.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the MW button.
 

nickers 

~'''p
( E:J ) l'Iemory address number 

[5] On the remote control, press the 0 MW K,L button once again,," 
and "M" for the memory address number will change from flicl<.er
ing to lighting to indicate that the tone squelch mode is written. 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, repress the MW button. 

Lights 

~mPI'tio" of "T'"MW KL 

./}'OJ .. 0 
( t5 ) Memory address number 
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[Method of canceling tone squelch mode] 

[Procedure] I~ .
[1] Set the main band. 

[2] Call a memory frequency .. 

[31 On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the 3 T.SOL button, and "T.SOL" disappears on the display section. 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the T.SOUT.F button. 

Disappears
i~FUNC).~ 

T.SOL
 

call lfte L
 
Memory frequency .. ;tL ,,1-_-.J 

/9'3) 
(EJT) 

[4] On !he remote control, press the D MN K.L button, and "M" for
 
the memory address number will flickers.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the MW button.
 

Flickers 

MW KL 

/)'0 .. C 
(E:J) 

[5] On the remote control, press the D MN K.L butlon once again, 
and "M" for the memory address number will change from flickering 
to lighting to indicate that the tone squelch mode is canceled. 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, repress the MW button. 

Lights

J3l .. E Cancel 

(E:J) 

10. Tone squelch operation method 

Connect an optional tone squelch unit CTNSO. Without the CTNSO 
connected, the tone squelch button (T.SOL) operation is disabled. 

[Procedure] ~ . 
[11 Set as the main band the band of which tone squelch operation 
is performed. 

[2] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the 3 T.SOL button.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the T.SOUT.F button.
 
Thus, on the display section, TSOL- will be displayed to indicate
 
that the tone squelch operation mode is engaged.
 

T SOL T.SOL5l? +/70" 
I
'---__I 

(E:f F 

) 

[31 On the remote control, press the PIT button to make communi

cations. Initially, the tone frequency is set at 88.5 Hz.
 

[Advice]
 
[] In the tone squelch operation under this situation, the noise
 
squelch also works. For this purpose, correctly adjust the SOL
 
knob.
 

[Note]
 
Without agreement In tone frequency, no reception sound Is
 
heard from speaker. Make an agreement In tone frequency
 
between transmission and reception sides.
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[Method of setting tone frequency] 11., Packet operation method 
This product is provided with the packet exclusive mode, which is 

[Procedure] ~~ highly convenient because of selection between packet operation 
[1] Set as the main band the band of which the tone frecpJency is 

and usual operation. 
to be altered. 

[2] On the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press the 
T.SQUT.F button, and the tone frequency will be displayed on the 
display section. 

Tone frequency 

rUNe TSOLlTJ) I T SOL 
( E:j .. W .. . 88.5 

[31 Set your desired tone frequency by the rotary channet selector 
dial on the radio unit or by a CH MHz button on the remote 
control. (The initial setting is at 88.5 Hz.) 

(Down) (Up)

(U ) Tone frequency ..
 setting 

ffj7~ 
[4] On the radio unit, press the T.SQUT.F button once again. Here
with, setting is completed. 37 kinds 01 tone frequencies are avail
able. 

( E:ff 

) 

[Note]
 
The tone frequency cannot be called from the remote control.
 

[Advice]
 
In tone frequency setting, when 88.5 MHz is returned to, a single
 
soft high-pitched sound (8) is emitted to inform the initial setting.
 

[Packet operation method] 

[Procedure] ~ 
[1] Set as the main band the band on which packet communica
tions are perlormed. (Normally, 430 MHz or 1,200 MHz band) 

[2] Determine the operating frequency. 

[3] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the 4 PACKET button, and ·PAC· will appears in place of the fre
quency display to indicate that the packet mode is engaged. 
Thereby, the set band is exclusive for packet mode. 

Packet mode ~ 
Operating .. /9+ ..

frequency setting ~ PACKET 

/}0
 

[4] Operate the terminal for packet communications. 

[5] To cancel the packet mode, press the 4 PACKET button while 
pressing the FUNC button once again, and the frequency display 
appears in place of ·PAC· to indicate that the packet mode is 
canceled. 

PACKET 

J9~+ }jJ
 
[Notes] 
1. During the packet mode, a frequency cannot be altered. 
2. For packet operation, you must be licensed for wave type 
F2. For the method of application for this license, refer to 
"How to fill the application form". 
3. The use of an optional microphone cannot be made on the 
band on which communications are performed In packet 
mode. 

[Ad vices]
 
[I When the packet mode is canceled, the packet communication
 
terminal turns OFF to cut off the signal exchange between TNC
 
and the radio unit.
 
DWith this unit in the VU meter mode, you can check the packet
 
modulation by meter reading.
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Note for packet operation: 
When data is sent out at the same lime that the radio unit enters the 
transmission mode, the first portion of the data signal is not be 
transmitted or received so that communications cannot be made. 
Against this drawback, available is the feature that the transmission 
delay lime (TX delay) can be set in the TNC side. Therefore, read 
the TNC's instruction manual to set the transmission delay lime 
longer. 

The TNC Is an abbreviation for Terminal Node Controller, 
which Is also called a packet controller. 

[Prearrangements must be made for packet communi
cations.] 

Method of connection between radio unit and TNC:
 
Connect the ACCl terminal on the rear to the TNC.
 
Using an accessory DIN connector, perlorm wiring according 10 the
 
TNC.
 

Radio unit squelch seiling:
 
Rotate the squelch knob OIl the radio unit dockwise and set it at a
 
point at where noise disappears.
 

On ACC1 terminal:
 

PTT ~or pacI<sC opernlion) 

SqlJllt:h~or pacl'6I opernlion) 

AucIoIr1l'J ~or pacI<sC opernlion) 

~-'---------J 

Pin narre J 

~ .... tnTMF OUT (430 "1Hzband)) 

Auda ClJlpUl (for pacI<sC oparalion) 

~<rIV .... tnTMF OUT (144 "1Hzband)) 

Aa:ssst:xypin (OTMF QUT(28 "1Hzor 1,200 "1Hz 

P" No. 

~_-+=r-,-' 
5 

~----t . ------, r ,- . 

2 

sw -HI V ~n I'9SPOflS'l wilh POWERswi\::h) 

.Method of wiring accessory DIN plug 
Use shielded wires for the wire material used for audio signal inpuV 
output. 
(1) As shown, uncover the plug and separaE it into meta cases (A) 
and (B). 
(2) Solder ground lines 10 the insides of metal cases (A) and (B). 

e. Forcing up (a), pull out (b). 

@jj 
10). J~\1 '. . Perlorm soldering within 

~{;5 DIL" o / 
- - Audio input

J:n~_:wire 
I .. E-~..:.~ Audio output 

@~.\r : '.

W 

[Notes] 
1. Unless the packet mode Is engaged, the packet data cannot 
be input or output through the ACC1 terminal. 
2. Pins 1, 2, 4 and 8 are not used with TNC. 
3. When using the TNC built In the speaker, set the speaker 
switch of the TNC to OFF. 
4. A voltage appears at pin 8. Be adequately careful not to 
short I\. 

Audio input/output adjustment:
 
Detach the rubber cover from the right side of the radio unit Aher
 
adjustment, attach the rubber cover to the radio unit.
 

(1) Input level adjustment (transmission modulation degree) 
Adjust the C50/C50D packet input level or TNC output level so that 
the VU meter reads around "g" when data signal is transmitted with 
the radio unit set to the VU mode. 

Lateral side of radio unit 

Front side 
Adjustment semi-fixed VR 

~ t 

(2) OUtput level adjustment 
SUitable 10 the TNC, adjust the packet communication audio output 
level of the radio unit, though already set to about 150 mY. For 
more information, refer to the TNC's instruction manual. 

~tlllUll mqjj'jj 

jjljiftjf!!IJ 
~!lffl ¥~JEHH1l. 

~ t 
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12. Transmission output selection 

"Selection is possible between three steps for the transmission 
output. 

[Procedure] ~= ~ 
[1] On lIle remote control, while pressing lIle FUNC button, press
 
lIle A CLR PWR button.
 
Each time the A CLR PWR button is pressed, "M" or "L" appears
 
on lIle display section, in which state the transmission output level
 
is varied in lIlree steps.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the RF PWR button.
 

CLR PWR 

MI59~ +JjJ ... 
I
""-----

(, RF PWR .) 

Press again. "'1L..-..-__L I 
Transmission output 

.. _-----r Display BandI C SODC50 

SOW144l\llIz lOW
None (Hi) 

430MHz lOW 40W 

5\V lOWM 144/430MHz 

5WL 144/430MHz lW
L-. 

[Notes] 
1. Of the 1,200 MHz band unit, the Hi power Is 10 walls. 
2. With the 28 MHz band unit (SO walls) connected to the CSO, 
transmission on the power Is unfeasible. 

.
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13. Scan function 

Two scans are available, pause scan and busy scan.
 
As regards the method of selection, press the MS/SCAN button
 
after pressing !he FUNC bunon on lIle radio unit itself during scan.
 
When a single short high-pitched sound (A) is heard, this indicates
 
that busy scan is made, while when a single soft high-pitched
 
sound (8) is heard, this means that pause scan is made.
 
When pertorming scan, adost lIle squelch knob on lIle radio unit so
 
that noise is not heard.
 
During scan, when transmission is made by pressing lIle PIT but

ton, scan is stopped.
 

(1) 1 MHz width scan 

[Procedure] ~~ 
[1] Set as lIle main band lIle band to which scan is to be made. 

[2] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
lIle C MS PS button.
 
Otherwise, on lIle radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the MS/SCAN button.
 
Thus, scan will be performed to lIle 1 MHz widlll of band displayed.
 

MS PS 

Scan operation ~+© ...71 A L I 

[3] When canceling scan, press the A CLR PWR button on the
 
remote control.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the VFO/STEP button or MSI
 
SCAN bulton.
 

VFO/STEP ) (t.4S/SCAN) I 
Cancel 

( ~ Or ~=:J -. __ 



(2) Memory frequency scan 

[Procedure] jjiii22tiii!J . 
11] Set as lhe main band Ihe band to which scan is to be made. 

[2] On the remote control, press lhe C MS PS button, and scan will
 
be made to Ihe memory freqJencies in order.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the MSiSCAN button.
 

"S PSW.. I Scan. /lJJit 

US/SCAN ) 
I I 

( 

[3] When canceling scan, press the A CLR PWR button on the
 
remote control.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the VFO/STEP button or MS/
 
SCAN button.
 

CLRPWR ~W" Cancel

A 
VFO/STEP ) • ( US/SCAN ) 

( ~ 91:=JOr: 11 

[Advices]
 
oDuring scan to memory frequencies, when Ihe C MS PS button
 
on Ihe remote control or the MSlSCAN button on the radio unit is
 
pressed, this memory scan operation stops in the memory call
 
mode.
 

DIrrespective of the memory address number display, scan is
 
performed from MO. However, any no-memory address is skipped
 
over.
 

(3) All band scan 
During the 1 MHz width scan, when the MHz/lOOK button is
 
pressed after pressing the FUNC button on the radio unit, scan is
 
performed to all the band.
 
Once again, when the MHz/100K button is pressed after pressing
 
the FUNC button on the radio unit, the 1 MHz width scan is re

stored.
 

.6.~·hf.During 1 MHZ 
AD band scanwidth scan ",....., t- ...... ~Jlr-I I(~"~"')"L...--I_
 

(4) Scan between arbitrary frequencies 
(PS: Program scan) 

Making use of memory frequencies, scan can be made between 
arbitrary frequencies. 
Concretely, here is performed a program scan that the address 
numbers of the start and end frequencies are designated to scan 
between lhese arbitrary frequencies. 

[Procedure] ~~ 
Example: 
[1] First, memorize the start frequency (433.02 MHz) at memory 
address number 8. 

[2] Then, memorize the end frequency (434.80 MHz) at memory 
address number 9. 

Start frequency End frequency 

I~ 433.0201"1~ 434.8001 

[31 Press the B MR ATT button on the remote control or the MR 
button on the radio unit to engage the memory call mode. Thus. on 
the display section, "M" and a memory address number will be 
displayed. 

MR ATT 1 I(MR)5Y Or':11 (Q .. 0433.020 
't 

Address number display 

(4) Display lhe address number of lhe start address on the display 
section. 

I¥ 433. 0201 

Address number of start frequency 

[5] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the MS PS button, and the memory address number will disappear 
on the display section. 

MS PS

§D+©"~10 ;q l¥--
Disappears 
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[6] Enter the address number of the end frequency from the 
remote control. 
Thus, here will be performed a program scan that scan starts at 
433.02 MHz and returns at 434.80 MHz. 

Scan~"["I I 

[Ad vices]
 
oFor program scan, designate the address numbers of the start
 
and end frequencies each time.
 

[] Unless those frequencies are memorized, program scan is un

feasible.
 

oWhen the start and end frequencies are identical with each other,
 
all band scan operation is performed.
 

nWhen an address number at which no end frequency is memo

rized is designated, a heavy beep sound (F) is heard to inform in

validity. In this way, if an address number at which no end fre

quency is memorized is designated once again, the (invalid) MR
 
status is restored.
 
To counter this, confirm that the end frequency is memorized.
 

(5) Scan direction change 
During scan, the scan direction can be changed by the rotary chan
nel selector dial on the radio unit or by the CH MHz buttons on the 
remote control. 
When a CH MHz button is pressed, scan stops temporarily. In this 
case, to resume scan, press a CH MHz button once again, and 
scan will be resumed in the direction corresponding to the button 
pressed. 
Otherwise, when the rotary channel selector dial on the radio unit is 
rotated, the scan direction changes corresponding to the direction 
of rotation. 
The scan directioncan also be changed by the UP/DOWN button of 
an optional microphone CMP838G. 

(6) Tone squelch mode scan 
Unless tone squelch unit CTN50 is connected, the tone squeJch 
scan is impossible. 

[Procedure] 1·I.s. 
[I] Set as the main band the band to which scan is to be rneoe. 

[2] On the radio unit, press the T.SOUT.F button to engage the 
tone squelch operation mode. (Also possible during scan) 

Tone sq Ich 
TSOl/TF) I "" OP"'""'"SqJ .. T.SQL I 

( 

3] Perform scan. (Any of memory frequency scan, 1 MHz width 
scan and all band scan is permitted.) Without agreement in the set 
tone frequency, scan does not stop. In addition, because of the 
relationship with the tone squelch open time, the scan time is set to 
longer than normal. 

[Note] 
The 1 MHz scan and all band scan, the pause scan and busy 
scan and the up scan and down scan can be set Independently 
to each of 144 MHz and 430 MHz bands, and their setting 
undergoes backup. 
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14. Convenient use of VU meter 

Of this product, the meter functions in three modes: the S-meter for 
reception, the RF meter for transmission, and the VU meter for 
reception and transmission. 

In the VU meter mode for reception, reading is made according to 
the reception sound. For transmission, reading is made according 
to the voice (modulated) from the microphone. Accordingly, you 
can know the modulation degree in packet communications or that 
of voice from the microphone. For the 3.5 kHz modulation (stan
dard), the meter reads about -g". 

[Procedure] N·,a" ..,. 
(1] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the VU button, and ·VU· will appear on the display section to indi

cate that the VU meter mode is engaged.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the VUtATI button.
 

(21 Al each bulton pressure, oS· and ·VU· appear in an alternate 
manner. 

vu 

Y}ND ~ "[vu 
VU/ATT) -+-t- 

( ~ Ugh~ 
VU 

YJD +,fjJ ..c= 
VU/ATT)bJ Ughts

( 

[Notes] 
1. For reception, when the squelch Is open with no signal, the 
VU meter runs. However, this does not mean any failure. 
2. In the VU meter mode, It Is recommended that the squelch 
be closed (by which no noise occurs In the no-signal state) for 
use. 

15. Usage of reception sensitivity 
attenuator 

This altenuator functions to altenuate the reception sensitivity of 
the receiver about 10 dB. 

[Procedure] liit. ..,. 
[1] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the B MR An button, and "ATl" will light on the display section. 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, atter pressing the FUNC button, press 
the VUtATI button. 

MR ATT 

~+® AT;].. I . 
I>J /7 

l.iqhts

(~ .. 21) 

(2) Once again, while pressing the FUNC button, press the B ~.',R 

ATI button to cancel. 

MR ATT I 
CancelJ1jD +~ .. _--J 

(E:l"~) 
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16. Mute operation to lower volume 
of reception sound 

For the standard ee,Jipment (double band mode) or with a band unit
 
connected (triple band mode), this function reduces the volume of
 
unfavorable sound of another band by a predetermined amount,
 
which is about 15 dB... (rado unit)
 

[Procedure] ~~
 
[1) Set as the main band the band 10which mute is to be applied.
 

[2] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the 'PMR MUTE button, and "MUTE" appears on the dsplay sec

tion.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the CALUMUTE button.
 

Ughts 

PMR MUTE 

~+~ .. E=J
 
(~ ..CAEjTE) 

[3J Once again, while pressing the FUNC button, press the 'PMR
 
MUTE button 10 cancel.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, to cancel, after pressing the FUNC
 
button, press the CALUMUTE button.
 

PMR MUTE 

CancelY9~+,4) ..
 
(~ ..CAEf)
 

[Note]
 
During the mute operation, the reception sound monitored
 
from the remote control Is also muted (only for the band to
 
which mute Is applied).
 

17. Illumination change of display 
section 

This product is provided with a dimmer function to vary the illumina
tion level of the fluorescent display tube in three steps. For use n a 
dark room, etc., the dimmer function is operated for easier view of 
the display section. 

[Procedure] ~~ 
[1] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the IICALL DIMM button.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit. after pressing the FUNC button. press
 
the TIOIMM button.
 

[21 At each button pressure, the illumination lowers. At some point, 
conversely, it returns up to the original level. 

CALL DIMM 

Bright59~+ ~ .. 
(E:J" (51) 1 

CALL DIMM 

Half brightY9ND +/p .. 
(~ .. 5) 1 

CALL DIMM 

Dark59~+ jfJ ..
 
(~ .. ES)
 

!MUTE 
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18. Key lock function to disable 
button operation 
A key lock function, which can be set for each individual band, is 
operated to prevent faulty operation. 

[Procedure] ~ ~ 
[1] set as the main band the band to which key lock is to be ap
plied. 

[2] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the D MW K.l button, and "K.l" will appear on the display section 
to indicate that keys are locked for that band. 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press 
the SUBlK.l button. 

Key lock state 

Kli7)0+JI/ ..I_

(~"E:JL) 

[Advice]
 
UEven during key lock state, effective are the VOL, SOLOFF,
 
MAIN band selection, PIT, POWER, FUNC and K.l buttons.
 

19. Clock function 

This product is provided with three 01 clock display, ON timer and
 
OFF timer functions. (The clock display is of 24-hour mode.)
 
Time setting is possible in units of hour as well. In this case, reverse
 
the minute and hour setting procedures with each other.
 

[Time setting method] 

[For standard equipment]
 
It is only by the remote control side that the time setting mode is
 
obtained.
 

[Procedure] ~~ 
[1] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the 28/1.2G button, and the dot marks for time display will changes 
from flickering to lighting to indicate that the time setting mode is 
engaged. 

28 1 2G 

)9'D+~ .. ~0; 0] 
I 

Lights 

[2] On the radio unit, perform the minute setting by handling the 
rotary channel selector dial. 

Lights 
(Down) (Up)

(0 ) .. m 
Mnute setting 

[3] Then, on the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, perform
 
the hour setting by handling the rotary channel selector dal.
 
For the clock function, the FUNC button on the radio unit serves to .
 
select between hour and minute settings.
 
When no operation is performed 3 seconds after the selection of
 
the hour setting, the minute setting is automatically resumed with a
 
single soft high-pitched sound (8).
 

(DC»m) (Up) Lights 

(EJ)"( 0 ).. [ If ~ 10
1 

Hour setting 

[41 After the termination of the time setting, press the MAIN SET 
button on the radio unit. 

Lights Rickers 

~ (",,"m~ I G

~ .. lt794" 12:tD 

Thus, a beep sound will be heard, and the dot marks change to
 
flickering, indicating that the time setting is completed.
 

[Advice]
 
[] When the MAIN SET button on the radio unit is pressed, the
 
setting starts at '0' sec.
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[SIThen, on the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button,[With band unit connected] 
press a CH 'MHz button for hour selting.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, for this purpose, handle the rotary


[Procedure] ii·B···4 ~ channel selector dial after pressing the FUNC button. 
[1] Set the 28 MHz or 1,200 MHz band as the main band. 

[2] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the 0 TIME button.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the T/DIMM button.
 
Thus, the time display will supersede the frequency display.
 

TIme display 

TIME ~ 

YJ'5)+~"~ 
(5) Flclers 

[3] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the 28/1.2G button.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the MAIN SET button.
 
Thus, the dot marks will change to lighting from flickering, indicat

ing that the time setting mode is engaged.
 

28' 1 2G Lights 

~+Ji)
A // .. lot 001
 

rUNe MAIN SET )

( bd ... [I I 

[4] On the remote control, perform the minute selting by handling 
the rotary channel selector dial on the radio unit Of a CH MHz but
ton on the remote control. 

Ughts4JHM6 ..
(Down) (Up) ~ 
Minute setting ( eJ ) 

Lightsc-::-7 MH 

9T+?J/ 6 
(Down) (Up) ... lf Lo

Hour setting 

( a .. t5 ) I l 

[61 After the termination of the time selting, on the remote control, 
while pressing the FUNC button, press the 28/1.2G button. ex, on 
the radio unit, press the MAIN SET button. 
Thus, a beep sound will be heard and the dot marks change to 
flickering from lighting, indicating that the time setting is completed 

28/1.2G 
RickersLights CJ!;D + fY
 

- 0 MAIN SET ~ I[ 12 :JOI"([I y" ~ 
[7] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the 0 TIME button.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the T/DIMM button.
 
Thus, the frequency display will supersede the time display so that
 
the status prior to setting is restored.
 

TIME [ 
f!1;}UX~;T-Y9~ +~ ... L....-__ 

(5 ) 
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20. Function to automatically turn 
ON the power 

This product is provided with the ON timer function to automatically
 
tum ON the power at the set time.
 
When the ON timer mode is engaged with the power ON time cis

played on the display section, this is very useful for schedule OSO.
 

[Note]
 
Avoid setting the ON timer and OFF timer times identical, as
 
this produces no profit.
 

[Setting method for standard equipment] 

When setting the ON timer time at 9:30 pm for power ON 

[Procedure] ~~
 
[1) On the racio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press the RF
 
PWR ON.T button corresponding to the band of which the time
 
display is made.
 
ThUS, on the display section, "on 0:00" will appear (initial value).
 

FUflC Rf PWR ONT) ~ 
( 0; ~~"I I"'~ 

I 

Ughts 

[2] On the radio unit, handle the rotary channel selector dial for 
minute selting at "30". 

(Down) (Up) Ughts

( CJ ).. ION °+3°1 
1

Minute setting 

[3] On the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, handle the 
rotary channel selector dial for hour selting at "21". 

(Down) (Up) Ughts
~).. ~ 

( CJ ).. [on~1 t30 1 

Hour setting 

[4] On the racflO unit, press the MAIN ~ET button, and on!he dis

play section, the dot marks will light to inform that the ON timer
 
operation is validated.
 
When the MAIN SET button on the 000 unit is pressed again, the
 
dot marks cisappear, indicating that the ON timer operation is inva

lid.
 

ON timer operation valid 

MAIN SET ) 

( [I I" lon21+: 301 

Ughts 
ON timer operation invalid 

MAIN SET ) 

( [I I" [on21 : 301 
t 

Disappears 

[51 On the radio unit, press the RF PWR ON.T bullon.
 
Thereby, the ON timer time will be sel. The display returns to the
 
normal time display.
 

[6] After the setting of the ON timer time, set the POWER switch 
on the radio unit to OFF. 

r. 
[7] When 9:30 pm is reached, the radio unit automatically turns 
ON the power. 

[Advice)
 
On the way of setting, to cancel the ON timer function, press the TI
 
DIMM button on the radio unit, and the display will return to the
 
normal time display.
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[Setting method with band unit connected] 

[Procedure] Ii' '= ~ 
(1) Set the 28 MHz or 1,200 MHz band as the main bane!' 

(2)01 the radio unit, while pressing the FUNC button, press the RF
 
PWR ON.T button.
 
Thus, "on 0:00" (initial value) will be displayed.
 

Lights 

ONf ~ 
(~ I)"'~ 

[3] Perform the minutes selling at "30" by handling a CH MHz but
ton on the remote control or the rotary channel selector dial on the 
radio unit. 

Lights

YJ}7~ 
(Down) (Up)")') 

... Ion O! 3°1 
~ 1 

Minute setting ( (3 ) 
[4] Then, on the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button,
 
press a CH MHz button for hour setting at "21".
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, for this purpose, handle the rotary
 
channel selector dial after pressing the FUNC button.
 
Herewith, the time setting is completed.
 

Lights 

)fD +/J}""6 .. lon~l +30 1 
(Down) (Up)")') 

Hour selling (~ .. CJ) 
[Note]
 
Even when the time selling Is completed, the ON timer opera

tion cannot be obtained. Be sure to set the ON timer operation
 
In addition.
 

[5) 'Nhen the MAIN SET bulbn on the radio unit is pressed, the ON
 
timer operation is validated.
 
Upon completion 01 the time setting, a dot mark lights at the right
 
lower edge 01 the hour's figure on the display.
 
When the same MAIN SET button is pressed again. the dot marl<.
 
disappears, indicating that the ON timer operation is invalid.
 

ON timer operation valid 

MAIN SET ) 

( \l I'" lon2\: 30 1 

Lights 

(6) On the radio unit, press the RF PWR ON.T button.
 
Thereby, the ON timer time will be set. The Irequency display ...·ill
 
be then restored.
 

[7] Alter the selling 01 the ON timer time, sot the POWER swtd1:n
 
the radio unit to OFF.
 

[8] When 9:30 pm is reached, the radio unit automatically tums O'~
 

the power.
 

I~-
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21. Function to automatically turn 
OFF the power 

This product is provided with the OFF timer function to automati

caUy turn OFF the power at the set time.
 

[Note]
 
Avoid setting the ON timer and OFF timer times Identical, as
 
this produces no profit.
 

[Setting method for standard equipment] 

When setting the OFF timer time at 10:30 pm for power OFF 

[Procedure] e'l'n:tJiI'J ~ 
(1) On the rado unit, press the PMR OFF.T bullon. 
Thus, "OF 0:00" (initial value) will be displayed. 

Lights 

PIAR OFF.!) I-i~ 
( I ¥ .. OF 0 ~ 

[2) On the radio unit, handle the rotary channel selector knob for 
minute selling at "30". 

(Down) (Up) Lights 

IOF 00 t3 1( eJ ).. 
10 

Minute selling 

[3] On the radio unit, alter pressing the FUNC button, handle the 
rotary channel selector dial lor hour setting at "22". 

(Down) (Up) Lights 

FUNe 0~~ ( Id .. 0 ).. OF 22 : 30 

Hour selling 

(4) When the MAIN SET button on !he radio unit is pressed, the 
OFF time operation is validated, and a dot mark lights at the right 
lower edge of the hour's figure on the display, indicating that the 
OFF timer operation is valid. 

OFF timer operation valid 

( [I ~) ..E 
MAIN 

IOF22+: 301 
Lights 

INhen the same MAIN SET button is pressed again, the OFF timer 
operation is canceled. 

[51 When the PMR OFF.T button is pressed, the OFF timer time is 
set. The display returns to the normal time display. 

[6] When 10:30 pm is reached, the radio unit automatically turns 
OFF the power. 

[Selling method with band unit connected]
 

[Procedure) ~~
 
[1) Set the 28 MHz or 1,200 MHz band as the main band.
 

[2] On the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press the RF
 
PMR OFF.T button.
 
Thus, "OF 0:00" (initial value) will be displayed.
 
The following operation is the same as for standard equipment.
 
However, with a band unit connected, you can perform the minute
 
and hour settings by the remote control.
 
INhen a CH MHz bullon on the remote control is pressed, the min

ute value varies. While pressing the FUNC button, when a CH MHz
 
button is pressed, the hour value varies.
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22. Other functions 

(1) Method of transmission inhibition by 
remote control 

Transmission can be inhibited by the PTI button on the remote 
control, by which button the radio unit itself otherwise enters the 
transmission mode. 

[Procedure] _ 
[1] On the radio unit, while pressing the FUNC button, press the 
VFOISTEP button. 

[2] Release the same FUNC button from hand pressure, then wait 
until "F" disappears on the display section. 

[31 A triple soft high-pitched beep sound is heard, indicating that 
the PTI button on the remote control is inhibited from operation. 
When the same operation is performed onco again, a triple short 
high-pitches beep sound is heard, indicating that the PTI button on 
the remote control is validated. 

(2) Method of reception monitor inhibition 
by remote control 

From the radio unit itself to the remote control, reception sound is 
sent. This sending can also be inhibited. 

[Procedure] ~ 
[1] On the radio unit, while pressing the FUNC button, press the 
MHz/lOOK button. 

[2] Release the same FUNC button only from hand pressure, 
then wait until "F" disappears on the display section. 

[3) A double soft high-pitched beep sound is heard, indicating that 
the remote control reception monitor is inhibited. 
When the same operation is performed once again, a double short 
high-pitched beep sound is heard, indicating that the reception 
monitor is enabled. 

(3) Beep sound OFF function 

The beep sound emitted from the radio unit itself can be eliminated. 

[Procedure] ~ 
[1] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the SOL OFF button.
 
To restore, perform the same operation.
 
When the beep sound OFF selting is made, no beep sound is emit

ted. However, when restoring, a short high-pitched beep sound
 
will be heard.
 

(4) Function to let the frequency 
display disappear 

Of that band, the unnecessary display can be cleared off. However, 
in this case, the right side of the display section has the clod< dis
play. 

[Procedure] IIl'*e 
[1) Set as the main band (or sub band) the band of which the 
display is to be cleared off. 

(2) On the radio unit, while pressing the FUNC button, press the
 
MAIN button for that band.
 
When the display disappears, another band is automatically set as
 
the main band instead.
 

rUNC UAiN ~50J + ~::J) .. \Displaydisappears. ( 

[3J To restore, press the MAIN button for the band of which thE 
frequency display is off, and the frequency display appears with a 
double short high-pitched sound. 

Band of which display is off. 

I 1"1 Display appears. 

1oI~IN

9}--=:J 

[Ad vices]
 
UWith a band unit connected (triple band mode), display can be
 
cleared off for up to 2 bands.
 

UWhen the same procedure is operated to the band unit con

nected, the clock display appears for that band.
 

(5) Usage of REC terminal 

The reception sound is output to the REC terminal. For the stan

dard modulation, it is about 450 mV (load impedance 100 kohms
 
so that this terminal can be connected with the line input of the
 
casselle deck, etc. for recording.
 
In this connection, note that such a device with a low input impec

ance such as a casselle ded<, etc. has the recording level Iowerec.
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----- ---------- -- --- ----------

23. ATV operation method 24. Paging function 

The C501C50D is provided with the IF output terminal, the video 
input terminal and the external device interface terminal ACC2 so 
that the ATV (amateur TV) operation can be made on the 1,200 
MHz band. 
The following shows the ratings of the respective terminals. 
IF signal output impedance: 50 ohms 
Reception signal strength, at 60 dBu: About -40 dBm 
Video input signal level: 1 Vp-p 

On ACC2 terminal 
--- 1 

Pin No. Pin name 

1 13.8V 
---~-_.----~---- ~ .--- -_.- ---- .. ~._.- - ..._._-

2 ATV. AF 

3 ATV MIC. 
--_ ..~--------

4 1200l\Hlz TX8V 
..._------.-- -- - ------ - -- --- ------- -- 

5 GND 
- -- ------- _.--_ ..._.._--- _ ..- ._---------- -. - - -_. - . ._.~ 

6 8 V at po'Ner ON (in response to POWER switch) 

l--~:- ~iVN~"'""rnoo'~"""'~OIOO(8-""=~~1
 

~~' 
VIDEO IN IF OUT 

CD 

[Note]
 
For ATV related equipment, refer to Its relative documents.
 
For ATV operation, Its exclusive Interface Is necessary.
 
Of the CSO/CSOD, the ATV operation Is In the FM mode.
 

PagIng function and code squelch function 

This function is very convenient in calling a specific individual sta

tion (which is named an individual call) or calling all members of a
 
specilc group simultaneously (which is named a group call).
 

[Note]
 
For operation using the paging lunctlon and the code squelch
 
function, an optional CTOSO needs to be Installed.
 
The operation should be performed In the state that squelch
 
adjustment has been made (In which state the noise Is not
 
heard from the speaker.)
 

(1) Code setting 

For operation using the paging function and the code squelch func
tion, preset individual codes (3-digit) and their group code (3-digit) 
in memory. 

Unless the Individual codes and the group code are set, It Is 
not feasible to correctly perform the paging or code squelch 
operation. 

Code selling example: 
Indvidual codes Group code
 

Station A 111
 
Station B 222 050
 
Station C 333
 
Station d 444
 

[Advice]
 
[I The individual and group codes each consist of 3 digits, which
 
are three DTMF signals representing 0 to 9.
 
Thus, a code Is a triple DTMF signal.
 

[Notel
 
The paging operation requires an agreement In any of Individ

ual and group codes for communications.
 

[Own-station Individual code setting method] 

Set your own station individual code at MO. 

[Procedure]~ ~ 
(1) On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the 2 CODE button.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC buttoo, press
 
the PAGtCODE button.
 
Thus, on the display section, the frequency display will disappear
 
and instead "MJ COOO" (initial value) be displayed, which is referred
 
to as the code dsplay status.
 

(2) In this status, when a CH MHz button on the remote control is
 
pressed, a dsplay of MJ, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and P is sequentially made on
 
the display section, which are referred to as code address num

bers (a code address number can also be altered by the rotary
 
channel selector dial).
 
Any code is factory set at ·000·.
 

CODE 
~ + C2) Code display status 

A rr -+[~C - 0001 
rUNC P.G/COOE)

( b:d-+c:J 
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[3) On the remoe con1rOl, press a CH MHz butIoo to display "M:)". 

Thereupon, press a numeral key "1" three times on the remote 
control. After pressing it three times, a single long high-pitched 
sound (C) is heard, informing the completion of selling an individJal 

code. 

CH MHz PAG PAG PAG 

\J 6"[ "~")p"JP
 
(Down) (Up) I MAIN 

~C - 111 

[4] To cancel the code setting mode or retum to the frequency dis
play, on the remote control, once again, while pressing the FUNC 
button, press the 2 CODE bunon. Or, press the A CLR PWR button 
on the remote control. 

[Group code setting method] 

Set a group code at code address number 1 to 5. 

[procedure]~ ~ 
[1) On the remote control while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the 2 CODE button.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC bunon, press
 
the PAG/CODE button.
 
Thus, on the display section, the frequency display will disappear,
 
and instead the code display appear.
 

CODE;;;q ~'0 ode display status ~+r;)\ C 

(W..'9?') .. I~C  0001 

[2] On the remote control, press a CH MHz button to display code 
address number 1 (also by the rotary channel selector dial). Then, 
press numeral keys "0". "S", again -0" in this order on the remote 
control. After the termination of pressing, a single long high-pitched 
sound (C) is heard, informing the completion of setting a group 
code. 

;;;""6" [ ..j"/Jrs)~
 
I, c - 0501 

(Method of adding monitor tunctlon to group code] 

With the monitor function added to the group code, when a PAG
 
signal having an agreement in the group code to which the monitor
 
function is added is received, the paging operation is performed
 
irrespective of the code address location.
 

[Procedure]
 
[1) On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the 2 CODE button.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the PAG/CODE button,
 

[2J On the remote control, press a CH MHz button to display the
 
code address number of the group code to which the monitor func

tion is added.
 

~HMHZA 

CODE V U 
@D+(D.. ..ItC 050171 A (Down) (Up) 1 

(~"'15"') (e5) CoOO'-~~ 

(3) On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, when 
the 3 T.SOL button is pressed, "M" lights on the display section, 
indicating that the monitor function is set. 

[4J To cancel the monitor function, on the remote control, once 
again, while pressing the FUNC button, press the 3 T.SQL bunon, 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, for this end, press the T.SOUf.F but

ton. 

TSQL Ughts 

~0 +W "1...Lfc---O-SO! 
T.SQL/T.F) . function setting 

( W Monitor 

CancelWhen pressed once again ~ 1 

I Code add~ A r . Monitor function E:-riting Iss number PP cauon 

Own-station code
 
Mol (automatically transmitted
 "'me rnooitor I Ir.•.•~n PAG operation) 

l Setting or I . I 

canceling the I Feasible . 
3 I 1 

-~ - 1 r-- Group code monitor function i 
1 I is feasible. ! 

~- ~-1 

1 I 
------j 

~--5-tj~l~ividua(codefnr nnnMitol --~- -j-~---~ 
I' . .. -""--"-1 Unusable 
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(2) Paging operation method 

[When calling a specific station] 

1. Transmission side
 
Determine the operating frequencies with the opposite station be

forehand.
 

[Procedure] g~ ~
 
[1) set your own-station individual code at MO. (E.g. 111)
 

[2] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the 2 CODE button to call a code address. Otherwise, on the radio 
unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press the PAGICODE button. 
Thereupon, either way, set the opposite station individual code 
(e.g. 222) by numeral keys on the remote control. 

CODE I I90D +JY +yC  000 

(~ ... PC~r) Code address call 

CODE CODE CODE 

w~JY~JP~5C- 2221 
.Opposite station individual 

address setting 

[3) On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the 2 CODE button to provide the frequency display.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the PAGICODE button.
 

CODE 

~+0+ Dial frequency A A, , 
(~+PE:r) 

[4] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press
 
the 1 PAG button to engage the paging mode.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the PAGICODE button.
 

Lights 

PAG ~ 

900+~+~ 
Paging mode 

( PESDE ) 

[5) Press the PIT button on the remote control. Thus, a paging 
signal will be sent out. After the termination of this sending out, 
make communications. 

Paging signal 

-rrg 
PTT ON 

[Advlces]
 
UAfter contacting with the opposite station, cancel the paging
 
mode for communications.
 
If the paging mode is held, each lime the PIT button is pressed, a
 
paging signal is sent oul.
 

DThe paging signal sent out has the opposite station set code and
 
your own station code transmit1ed in succession.
 

oWhile the paging signal is sent out, the voice from the micro

phone is not subject to modulation.
 

[] As to the timing to send out, in the simplex mode, the paging
 
signal is sent out about 300 msec after pressing the PIT button.
 
while in the repeater mode, it is about 600 msec after that.
 

Opposite station individual About 600 msec 

code or group code C(for paging mode) 

L'luj lJ : I * [] lji_~n-station.II 
~ L individual cooe 

About 3oo--.J Automatically sent out 
msec (for code with paging signal
 
squelch mode)
 

2. RecepUon side 

Determine the operating frequencies with the opposite station be
forehand. Complete the squelch adjustment correctly (by whdl the 
noise is not heard from the speaker). 

[Procedure] ~ .,.. 
[1) On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the 1 PAG button to engage the paging mode. Thereupon, enter 
the standby mode. Thus, "P" will appear on the display section. 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the PAGICODE bullon. 

PAG Paging mode 

~+CD ~ID~",-q ~10 A 
(JZfiDE ) Ughts 

[2] When your own-station individual code is received, a single
 
high-pitched and double low-pitched sound is emitted 7 times, ard
 
"p. starts ftickering at the right of the display.
 
Further, the frequency display disappears and instead the opoosm
 
station individual code is displayed.
 
When the opposite station whose individual code is 111 is called.
 
"PC-Ill" is displayed.
 

FIK:kers 

For ..reernent between received ~ I.c - ~111
code and memory code for own station 

[3) For communications, on the remote control, while pressing tt-.€
 
FUNC button, press the 1 PAG button twice to cancel the paging
 
mode, thereafter perform communications.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the PAG/CODE button twice
 

Disappear 
. PAG --+ 

Paging mode .J,.
For cornmunicalions +_ (1), .........
 
+~ ~...,... cancel 

~ Press twice (:J  F ~;F(T)Ef"i) 
PAG/CODE 1 

( U Press twice 
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[Operation example] 
Set codes at code addresses. 

[Station A] Example of code address contents 
MO: 111 ... own-station individual code 

1: 222". station B individual code 
2: 333... station C individual code 

5: 050... group code (Add the monitor function.) 

:Communlcation example 1 (Group call) 

Station A 
PH ON 

I~ C-050 pr~Lighls.+ 2-~ 
(Frequency display appears.) 

. .. ..
Station B Individual code IS displayed 
after code address number it "tI IpC-222 

I rLights after Mr_nr::n"p - ~. _
5 ..~ '-.J- ,/&/\/_ ~ ~;: ~~:;::-;i"i;.~_ ... n. -- I ~ 

~ I I~: (Frequency display appears.) I I 
I pC-111 

After canceling the paging mode, perform communications. 

[Station B) Example of code address contents 
MO: 222... own-station individual code 

1: 111... station A individual code 
2: 333... station C individual code 

4: 050... group code (Add the monitor function.) 

Station B 

0+ I~ C-050pr Lights after 
~ I 432.000

p
l 

flICkering. 

PH ON 

l~H • 

Communication example 2 (Individual call) 

Station A Station B 

~ ~ ... pl Ip C-111 prLighls afterI, C-2 2 2t-Lighls. I 432.000 0+ 

'(FreqJency display appears.) 

I C-222prLights after ~ ". 
p fl:""""'...,.",ng. 

After canceling the paging mode, perform communications. 

[Notes] 

1. With your own-station Individual code set at code address 
number 1 to 5, when the transmission mode Is engaged, the 
group code Is sent oul. (This operation is not proper.) 
2. Due to Interference, etc., when the opposite station Individ
ual code Is not completely received, "E" appears on the dis
play section, Indicating that the opposite station Individual 
code Is not confirmed. 

I g-The IasUy received t' tr 
P E- X n code is cisplayed 

[Ad vices]
 
[J For operation on a group code, add the monitor function to the
 
code set at rode address number 1 to 5. With the monitor function
 
added, -M- lights above the code address number display, indicat

ing that the monitor function is added.
 

oThe beep sound emitted with an agreement in individual code or 
group code can be eliminated.
 
For this elimination, on the remote control, while pressing the
 
FUNC button, press the 1 PAG button or the A CLR PWR button.
 
Otherwise, on the radio unit, press the VFO/STEP button or the
 
PAG/CODE button.
 

[J In paging operation, the code displayed is sent out. 

[] With an optional DTMF unit connected to our radio unit not pro
vided with the paging function, it is possible to gain access to the 
CSO/C50D. For this, perform the following procedure: 

flickering. 

~ 
(Frequency display appears.) 

Example where access Is gained to C50 from C5200: 
(Use an optional microphone CMP830D.) 

[1] Set the C50/CSOD to the paging mode. 

[2] Designate the opposite station individual code and your own

station individual code by numeral keys on an optional microphone
 
CMP830D for C5200.
 
(Press them while pressing the PIT button.)
 

o. Opposite station individual code
 
p. Own-station individual code
 
g. Be sure that this mark is sent out.
 

[Note] Each Interval In pressure between numeral keys should 
be within 1.5 sec. 

[3J In the C5O'C50D side, when the paging code is received, "P" 
starts flickering. Accordingly, cancel the paging mode to perform 
communications. 
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3. Selection of beep sound for signal Incoming In pag [3] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
Ing mode the 1 PAG button twice 10 engage the code squelch mode. 

Otherwise, on the mdio unit, press the PAGICODE button twice. 
Nonnally, at the time of signal incoming in paging mode, a single 
high-pitched and double low-pitched sound (G) is emitted 7 times.
 
This number of emissions can be made one.
 

[Procedure) ~
 
[1) Set the frequency display. ("p. b" the paging mode appears.)
 

[2J On the radio unit, while pressing the FUNC button, press the
 
PAGICODE button.
 
Thus, a single soft high-pitched sound is heard to indicate the set

ting completion. When the same operation is performed again, a
 
bipe soft high-pitched sound is heard and then the prior status is
 
restored.
 

( C5 + P~DE ) 

[Notes) 
1. Upon signal Incoming In the paging mode, even when the 
PIT button Is pressed while the said beep sound (G) Is emit
ted, this sound does not disappear. 

2. When paging signals are received over two waves or more 
at the same time, an error may OCClA'" or no further signal may 
arrive. This does not means any failure. 

4. On DTMF signal control terminal 

A port of an accessory tenninal is Hillo controlled by an optional
 
DTMF unit. More, the interface for extemal equipment can also be
 
driven thereby.
 
This control terminal is of an open collector type.
 
A port of an accessory terminal is rated at as fonows:
 
Maximum voltage 16 V and current 10 mA
 

[Note]
 
Never try to controf AC 100 V directly, as this Is very danger

ous.
 

5. Code squelch operation method 
The code squelch operation is feasible with a code set at code 
acklress numbers 1 to 5 and MO. 

[Procedure] 
[1] Set as the main band the band of which the code squelch 
operation is performed. 

[21 Display the code 10 which the code squelch operation is applied. 
At this time, add the monitor function. 

7iD+jp "1~C-333cll
(Pe~~r ) Code squelch mode sign 

[41 Restore the frequency cisplay, then press the PIT button on the
 
remote control to perform communications.
 
Each time the PIT button is pressed, a DTMF signal is sent out.
 

~l} .. I 430.00 ch 
I~ lights 

[AdVice]
 
oPredetennine the code. Communications are unfeasible without
 
an agreement in code.
 

25. Usage of DTMF 

For use of DTMF, connect an optional DTMF unit CTD50. 

[Procedure] ~ 

DTIdF signal sending 

[1] On the remote conlTol, while pressing the PIT button, when a 
numeml key, an alphabetical key A to D or an sign key # or • is 
pressed, a DTMF signal is sent out. 

[Advice]
 
Direct to the racio unit itself the remote control operating on infrared
 
light A DTMF signal is sent out only while pressing a key.
 

PAG CODE TSOL CLR PWR 

CD (£)CD CD
 
PH ON 

0' 
ValSE vu MR ATT 

l~ CD CD ®
P

REV t MS PSr + RP' 

'-" 
CD CD CD © 

PMR MUTE TIME CALL DIMM MW KL 

@0 ® 0 
[Note)
 
During the sending out of DTMF signal, the voIce from the
 
microphone 15 not subject to modulation,
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26. Usage of voice memory 

For a voice memory, Install an optional voice memory unit
 
CVMSO.
 

[Advlces]
 
[I Alter installing the CVM50, be sure to perfonn all phrase era
sure (see page 63.)
 

UBefore recording, set the bit rate. 

UThe voice memory is common to the respective bands. 

oOn phrase 
A unit recordable area is called a phrase. 

oOn bit rate 
This detennines the recordable time of one phrase. 

.- -- --- ---- -_.

Bit rate Sound qJality H ,"',11.\11:1
----3 .-- -r - r~rt (8 sec)High 

2
 
1
 
o Poor I Loog (32 sec) 

With the backup switch of the CVMSO set to OFF. when the MAIN 
SW of the CSO is set to OFF, the memory contents are erased. In 
this case, perfonn all phrase erasure again for use. 

(1) Method of recording voice from micro
phone 

[Procedure] ~ 
[1] Set as the main band the band of which the voice mode is to 
be set. 

(2) On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the 5 VOICE button, and the frequency dsplay win dsappear and 
then the voice mode be engaged. 

Frequency display disappears. 

VOISE

9qD+)P .. 
I
'---- _
 

[3] On the remote control, set your desired phrase number (1 to 4) 
by a numeral key, and that phrase number dsplay will light. 

[0
 
~ 

Phrase number (1 to 4) lights. 

[4] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the A CLR PWR button, and "M" flickers, indicating that the re
cording mode is engaged. 

Flidlers 

o 
Phrase number (1 to 4) lights. 

(5) Press the PTI button on the remote control, and record"lIlQ will
 
start with a bOOp sound (A). In this way, the recordng mode is heAd
 
while pressing the PTI button.
 
[
 
6] Release the PTI button from the hand pressure, and recordrng
 
will end with a beep sound (H).
 
However, before releasing the PTI button, when a certain time
 
goes by, recording stops with a soft high-pitched beep sound (H).
 
Upon releasing the PTI button, the recording mode Is can

celed and the frequency display Is restored.
 

[Note]
 
For using an optional microphone CMP838G, adjust the micro

phone selector to the voice mode set band.
 

(2) Method of recording reception signal 
[Procedure] ~=-4 ~ 

[1] Set as the main band the band of which recording is to be 
made. 

[2] After setting the voice mode, set your desired phrase nurr oer 
by a numeral key on the remote control. On the radio unit• .,...,ile 
pressing the FUNC button, press the REV/+ button, and receccon 
signal starts to be recorded with a short high-pitched beep SOJnd 
(A). 
When a certain time goes by, recording automatically ends ....;:< a 
soft high-pitched beep sound (H). 

[Advfce]
 
To stop recording, press an FUNC button.
 

Notes]
 
1. Unless a phrase number Is set, recording Is made at the 
previously set phrase number. 

2. Recepdon signal Is to be recorded at phrase number 2 to 4. 
Therefore, even when phrase number 1 Is set, recording Is 
automatically made at phrase number 2. 
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(3) Playback (4) Erasure of recording in voice memory 

[Method of checking recording contents] [1-phrase erasure method] 

[Procedure] ~ [Procedure] IBI:I ~ 
[1] Set as the main band the band of which the voice mode is to be [1]Set as the main band the band of which the wioe mode is to 

sel. be sel. 

[2] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the 5 VOICE button, and the freqJency display will disappear. 

[3] On the remote control, set your desired phrase number by a 
numeral key. 

MAIN 

11 

[4] Press the PIT button on the remote control, and playback will
 
start with a beep sound (A). While the PIT button is pressed, play

back continues.
 

[5] Release the same PIT button from hand pressure, and play

back will end with a beep sound (H). However, when the record

ing contents terminate before releasing the PIT button, playback
 
also ends with a beep sound (H).
 
In addition, when the PIT button is released, the frequency display
 
is restored.
 

[Method of transmitting recording contents] 

[Procedure] ~ 
[1] Set as the main band the band of which the wice mode is to 
be sel. 

[2] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the 5 VOICE button, and the freqJency display will disappear. 

[3] Press the PIT button on the remote control. Then, hoking the 
transmission mode, set your desired phrase number by a numeral 
key on the remote control. 
At the same time that a numeral key (phrase number 1 to 4) is 
pressed, the recording contents are transmitted. 

[Advice]
 
On the way of transmitting the recording contents, when a numeral
 
key on the remote control is newly pressed to set a phrase number,
 
this transmission of the recording contents of the previously se

lected phrase is stopped. In this way, when the same numeral key
 
is repressed, the recording contents of that phrase number start to
 
be transmitted.
 

[2] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the 5 VOICE button, and the frequency display will disappear. 

[3] By a numeral key on the remote control, set your desired 
phrase number of which the recording contents are to be erased. 

[41 On the remote control, press the PIT button to enter the play
back mode. Then, on the radio unit, press the VFOISTEP button. 
Thus, a beep sound (C) will be heard to inform that that recording 
of voice memory is erased. 

[5\ Release the PIT button, and the voice mode will be canceled 
and the frequency display be restored. 

[All phrase erasure method] 

[Procedure] _ 

[1] Set the POWER switch to OFF once. 

[2J On the radio unit, while pressing the FUNC button, set the
 
POWER switch to ON. Thereby, the wice memory will be erased
 
in every phrase.
 

[Note]
 
Even after pressing the POWER switch, keep pressing the
 
FUNC bullon for about 2 seconds.
 

(5) Bit rate selection method 
Recording time becomes shorter in the order of bit rates 0, 1, 2, and .
 
3, in which order sound quality is also enhanced.
 
Initially, bit rate 3 is set, which has 8 seconds of recording.
 

[Procedure] ~ 
[1) Set as the main band the band of which the wioe mode is to 
be sel. 

[2] On the remote control, while pressing the FUNC button,
 
press the 5 VOICE button, and the frequency display will
 
disappear.
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[3] On fle remole oon1roI, press the It CALL DIMM button, and "P' 
will fight at the phrase number display location. 

CALL DIMM 

~ ..c=
 
Lights 

[4] Set your desired bit rale (0 to 3) by a numeral key on the ramoE 
control. Simultaneously with key pressure, the voice mode will be 
canceled and the lreq.Jency display be restored. 

(6) Auto voice playback 

When the power is tumed ON by virtue of the ON timer, voice play
back can be made automatically. 

[Procedure] ~ ..". 
[lJ Set the ON timer. 

[2] Set as the main band the band of which the lIOice mode is to 
be sel 

[3] On the remole control, while pressing the FUNC button, press 
the 5 VOICE button, and the frequency cisplay wiU disappear. 

[4] Set your desired phrase number by a numeral key on the re
mote control, and the phrase number display will fight. 

[5] In this situation, set the POWEA switch to a=F (on the ramoE 
control or on the racio unit). 

[6] When the ON timer set time is reached, the 000 unit is paw
ered ON so that 1IOK:e playback is automatically made from the 
set phrase number. 

[7] Upon termination of playback, normal operation is restored. 

[Advice]
 
When stopping playback on the way, press the POWEA switch to
 
OFF. When the POWEA switch is repressed, normal operation is
 
restored.
 

[Note]
 
During voice playback, no reception sound Is heard even In
 
the reception mode.
 
Any other buttons than the POWER switch are disabled.
 

27. Usage of AFC/RIT 
(only for 1,200 MHz band) 

This feature serves to correct the frequency deviation of the oppo
site station for easier listening. 

1. AFC
 
AFC works to correct the frequency deviation of the opposite sta

tion at a range of +1-7 kHz automatically.
 

[Procedure] ~ 
[1] Set the main band. 

[2] On the radio unit, press the AFC/RIT button, and its associated
 
green LED will light to indicate that AFC is feasible.
 
Press this button again to restore the prior status.
 

2. RIT
 
RIT works to correct the frequency deviation of the opposite station
 
manually.
 

2-1 Reception mode 

[Procedure] ~ ..". 
[1] Set the main band. 

[2) On the radio unit, after pressing the FUNC button, press the
 
AFC/AIT button, and its associated red LED will light, in which
 
status the frequency value is displayed down to the order of hun

dreds of Hz.
 

[3J Handle CH MHz buttons on the remote control or the rotary
 
channel selector dial to obtain an easy-to-hear frequency.
 
The frequency can be varied within a range of +/-9.8 kHz. How

ever, transmission is made on the original frequency.
 
Even with a change in displayed frequency by AIT, the transmis

sion frequency does not vary.
 

(Down) (Up)

(0 ).. I1295.0ill 
ChangesJ9JM6 

2·2 Transmlsslon/receptlon mode
 
Transmission is feasible on a frequency finely adjusted during re

ception.
 

[Procedure] ~ 
[1] Set the main band. 

[2] Set RIT (reception mode). 

[3) On the radio unit, while pressing the FUNC button, press the
 
AFC/AIT button.
 
When the same operation is performed again, AIT (reception
 
mode) is restored.
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28. On C50D cooling fan 

When the POWER switch is set to ON, the cooling fan starts rotat

ing. More, with transmission, it rotates at higher speed.
 
The CSOD employs a compulsory air-coolinq system in which a
 
cooling fan is used for a more radiation of the heat sink.
 
The cooling fan section consists of the cooling fan itself and an anti

dust filter.
 

Upon a long-time use of the cooling fan, the anti-dust filter is
 
slopped, thus resulting in reduced radiation.
 
To avoid this, always keep the anti-dust filter dean.
 

[Note]
 
For proper operation, select an Installation location not pre

venting the radiation of the heat sink. Separate the heat sink
 
section a few centimeters away from the wall.
 

[Removing the anti-dust filler]
 

[Procedure]
 
[1) Draw out the fan cover, and take out the anti-dust filter. (Unlock
 
by a straight-eclge screwdriver.)
 

---~ 

[2) Wash the anti-dust filter with water.
 
If it is seriously soiled, dean it with neutral detergent, then wash
 
with water well.
 

[31 After washing with water, remove water from it and dry it well. 

[4] Reinstall the anti-dust filter and reinsert the fan cover as be
fore. 

29. Installation of options 

1. Installing a band unit
 

[Procedure]
 

Installing a band addition kit:
 

[1] Set the MAIN SW on the rear to OFF. 

[2] Draw off the panel at the right side of the front. 

[3] Insert an accessory panel. 

[4] Insert two accessory knobs. 

Installing a band unit: 

[5] Remove the four screws at the rear, and remove the panel, 
then detach the sheets from the rear panel. 

.~~~~ 

.~~A 

r-------, Sheet 

~ ~ 
lJ 
~ 
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[6) Fix an accessory power supply tenninal to the band unit by [11) Every display disappears and the clock is reset to 0:00. 
screws, Installation is completed herewith. 

P-'"~
 

~ Band unit 
~ 

[7) Slide in the band unit to the top station and fix it by three 
screws. 

[Note) Be careful In Installation, holding the directionality 
properly. 

c 

"r--~/'~. 
.;7~ 

[8) Put the coaxial cable through the hole on the said rear panel, 
and fix it by lour screws as before. 

~ c 

c 

[9] Set the MAIN SW on the rear to ON. (Clock display) 

[10] Push the reset switil pin at the bottom by a pointed nonme
tallic piece. 

Bottom of radio unit 
II Reset switch hole Note: When the reset swlch is peessed, 

8Y9<'f display on the display section 

disaq>eaIS exoepl the dock display. 
,>vY 
QJ'~<
 
~.
 
~ Ilu,~,=,~,o-11 

[12) Finally, set the POWER switch to ON. 

[Notes) 
1. With the CSOD, pay attention to the lead wires of the coot
Ing fan In Installation work. 
2. Insert a band unit In to the specified station. 
3. After Installing the band unit, be sure to reset. 
4. Even with a 28 MHz band unit CRF0810 (50 watts) Installed, 
the CSO does not operate on Hi power. 

2. Installing CTN50, CTD50 and CVMSO 

[Procedure) 
[1] Remove the top cover. 

[2] Install these units in their respective locations. 
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Before asking for service, please check the relative one(s) of the following items. Unless resto[Troubleshooting] ration is obtained, contact with the dealer from which you have purchased, or our authorized 
representative nearest you or our service station. 

Symptom Main possible cause and acllon 

"Check the fuse. Power does not tum ON. 
j "Due to DC cable disconnected 
-; "Due b MAIN SW OFF 
~ "Due to AC cord disconnected 
t 

~ "Due to OFF timer operating Power turns OFF automatically. 
f I~.~---t ~--_.~----j 

"Due to function letting the display section off Frequency display of one band remains off. 
II 
GI 

"Due to DIMM function
 
iii
 
.z 

Display section is dark. 
~ "When DC 20 V is applied to DC IN 13.8V terminal, display flickers. 
>. Display flickers. Tum the external DC power supply OFF, and unplug the DC IN .. '" D.

13.8 V terminal, thereupon check the voltage of extemal DC power zs 
supply. 

f -.-.---- --.----


Only strong signals are received.
 "Due to attenuated reception sensitivity in ATT operation 

"Due to SOL knob rotated fully dockwise 

"Due to antenna abnormality 

"Due to coaxial cable abnormality 

"Due to antenna disconnected 
"Due to coaxial cable disconnected 
"'PAC' appears on display section. 

No signals are received. 

II 
"Due to disagreement in tone frequency during T.SQL operationReception sound is not heard.
 

-;
 
~ 

"Check external speaker for connection. 
~ "Check volume control for position. 
c:
 
.2
 "Due to paging mode or code squelch mode engaged
 
ii
 
~ "Due to mute operation Reception sound is not sufficiently high. c: 

"Connect earphone correctly.
 

"Due to remote control monitor inhibit operation
 

"Check remote control antenna for connection.
 

"Check monitor sound volume control.
 

"Due to low banery of remote control.
 

"Due to mute operation in radio unit itself
 

Monit()(' sound of remote control is not heard. 

Transmission output is not sulliciently high. "Due to poor matching with antenna 

"Due to Lo power mode engaged 

"Due to antenna disconnected .. 
ell "Due to antenna not connected 
~ 
(Q
 

Transmission is unfeasible from remote control
 ~ "Due to remote control antenna not connected in radio unit 
c: side. "Due to remote control PTT bunon not pressed
 

OJ

o 

"Due to remote control transmission inhibit operation .. 
E "Due to packet mode engaged .. 
c: "Excessively remote from radio unit itself 
'" .= 

Transmission is unfeasible from external "Due to MIC SELECTOR knob set at OFF
 
microphone.
 "Due to wrong MIC SELECTOR knob position
 
(With CMP838G)
 "Due to packet mode engaged 
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Mainpossible causeand actionSymptom 

'Due to JARL settled RPT frequency engaged RPT display appears automatically. 
~ 

'Due to different tone frequency ~ Al:xess is not gained to repeater station. 
CG 'Due to excessive remoteness from repeater station 
~ 'Due to different shift freqJency a;
 
CG
 'Due to shift frequency set to "+" 
4>
 
Co
 
4>
 
a: "OFF" appears on cisplay section. 

Scan is not made. 
] 
CG 
~ 'Due to memory frequency not memorized ~rnory scan is not made. 
t: 

l3 
fJ) 

'Due to start and end frequencies not memorized Program scan is not made 
I .--------- 

'Due to different procedJre with new memory CtI Memory rewriting is unfeasible. 
.~ 
,; 'Press the VFOISHIFT button without releasing the MR button fromMemory erasure is unfeasible. e hand pressure. 
~ 
o 
E Memory frequency is not erased even by pressing 'This product does not permit erasure of memory frequency even 
4> 

::E reset button. by pressing the reset button. 
I I .-..-------~ ~ 

Paging operation is not made. 'Due to CTD50 (option) not installed 
'Paging operation requires code memorizing. ] 'Due to disagreement in code with opposite station 

s 'Due to opposite station or own station wave not arriving 
~ 
Cl 
t: 'Due to opposite station code read error "E" appears on cisplay section. 

15l 
co 
c.. 

Code setting is unfeasible. 'Due to CTD50 (option) not installed 

CtI Packet communications are unfeasible. 'Due to disagreement in comection between ACC1 terminal and TNC 4> 

~ 'Due to packet mode not engaged co 
'Due to inappropriate level of audio output to TNC~ 

Qj 'Due to inappropriate delay time in transmission to TNC
 
o
 'Due to inappropriate level of modulation from TNC "" co c.. 

Clock display does not disappear. 'Set the MAIN SW on the rear of radio unit to OFF. 
CtI 
4> 

Time does not vary. 'It does not vary while ":" lights on display section (during time 4>~ 
E~ setting mode). 
i= ~ OFF or ON timer operation is not made. 'A dot mark does not light at the right edge of time display. 

Volume control is unsmooth in operation. 'Volume is controlled electrically. Therefore. this is not an abnormality. 

2811.2G button is disabled. '2B/l.2G button is enabled only with optional band unit connected. 

Remote control operation is unfeasible. 'Due to low battery of remote control 
'Some functions cannot be operated from remote control. 
'Due to remote control (infrared light) not directed to light receiver 
of radio unit. CtIa; 

s ..r:
 
'Due to remote control antenna not installed
 Remote control monitor or transmission is
 
'Due to low battery of remote control
 unfeasible. 

'Due to excessive remoteness from radio unit itself 
Remote control PIT operation is unfeasible. Use at an appropriate remoteness enough that weak waves can arrive. 

'Charge the rechargeable lithium battery. Display is abnormal for power ON.
 
It takes about 20 hours for full charging.
 
It is always charged during clock display or operation. 

'Perform all phrase erasure. Hum is reproduced or playback is made on a
 
o
 
~ 

After installing CVM50 or with CVM50 backup switch OFF, whenplurality of phrases continuously. E 
4> the MAIN SW is set to OFF, the contents at SRAM of CVM50 are 
E 

unfixed. To counter this, be sure to perform all phrase erasure 
B before use. '0 
> 
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III 

[C50/C50D Ratings]
 

rvIodeI Oplioo unit C50 C50DISpecificalioos ____1__ _ 
-~-----------

144 MHz band 

430 MHz band 
F~eocy range f---------- - --- ---

1,200 MHz band 

28 MHz band 

144-14S.99SI\\IIz 
- ------- ------------ ---------+------------ 

430 - 439.99Sl\1llz 

Option 1260 -1299. 990Mllz 

Option 28- 29.69Sl\IIIz 

Wave type 161"3\1"1\\) 
I ------------- -----  - ----

Antenna impedance son 

I\C 100VI 10°"-~ Supply voltage 1.g 13_8 V J IS ')()DC 
-~ 

~ 

~ 
Negative GNDGrounding type 

----~-~ ----------- -- --

Receplioo (in standby) 1.31\ 
-----1--- --------- - -

I 144 MHz band 4.5A 

Current Transmission 430 MHz band 4.SI\ 121\1
consumplioo 

I 

(max.) 

f-- ---.L ----.J~_l_,::;:--:-~1-=-----:-=---------~~--------~--------+-10-\-"'-:
6.SA 

-4.-S-I\-/-SO-W : 12A 
Operatingtemperature range -10<: - i SOC 

----t--------------
Dimensions (width x height x depth)r--- 360 X 90 X 300mm 360X 90 X 300mm Option unit dimensions 

( ): Protrusions included (362 X 109 x 330 ) (362 X 109 X 36S) lSSX2SX217mm 
I ----1----------  un -t--------------t-

Weight II kg I II . Skg I Option unit weight 1.2 kg 

rvIodeI
Specificalioos C50 C50D Option unit 

_________ _------- - __ - _u _ _ _ _~~-------

~ MHz band lOW SOW 

M::>dulation type Reac1ance modulalioo~ 
'E ~-___uu____________ _ __ "__ 

144 MHz bandc: 
--------~ Less than -68 dB~ 

430 MHz band 

",,"rioo' emission "len'" Im----- - -.-
1,200 MHz band Option Less than -50 dB 

_._-------_.__ ._._+----- -- --.- .~------ -- --- - - -.- --------------~------.• -- ----~._---------

Less than -so dBOption 
______ .. l . _ ---- ~~~~~~_._---- I 

~ Max_ frequency deviation t-Skl lz 
----._-----_._----._-- --------_..- - -- >------

Microphone impedance 600n 
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----- --- ------------ ----------- ---------

----

------- ----

--------- ------ ---

----- ----------- -----------

---

---

----

--

- ------

Specifications C50D Option unit __~ l----C5~~ 
Reception type ;d Double cooversoo svstem
 

f--- -------- - ------------------- --- 

144 MHz band l st : 21.8Mllz 2nd: 455kHz - 

430 MHz band l sr : 47.051\1I1z Znd . 455kHz ---

Intermediate frequency
 

1,200 MHz band
 Option 55.051\1 Hz/455kH z 
--------- -- -----_._------- ..._ - -----_.---------_._. ------ ---~----- --- 

28 MHz band 10.7Mllz/455kllz 
-----~._-~---------------_._---------_.  ---_ .. ~tiOOI ---_.---------_.- f------------------------------ 

144 MHZ band
 
-----_._-- ----_._~._- -16dB/l( 0.158/LV)
 

Reception sensitivity
 430 MHz band 
----- ---_. -----  _..- .------ --- --------. - -------- -  ~--- ---- _._---------- . -_._------ -- 

1,200 MHz band --16dB/l(O.158/lV)(12 dB SINAD) Option 
------.-_._----_.,--- ------- -- ------ --- ---- .. _------- - ---------- ~- ---------- ---

28 MHz band Option -16dB/l (0.158/l V) 
1-----_..------._-----_._-- ---- --  -- ---------- - ---_._---- _.---- .. _---._-------------'-----' 

144 MHz band -6 dB: more than 12 kHz, 
f------- 

~ dB: less than 24 kHz 
- 

430 MHz band
 

Selectivity
 -_.-._----._------------ 

1,200 MHz band -6 dB: more than 12 kHz, 
----_._-- Option

.§
ll; 

-GO dB: less than 24 kHz28 MHz band 
---- ------._-------------- 

a: 
'--'--More than 65 dB __ 144 MHz band 

More than GO dB
 
. Spurious interference ratio
 

1,200 MHz band
 

430 MHz band 

Option More than45 dB 

28 MHz band Option More than 65 dB 

144 MHz band -20dB/l(0.1/lV) 
----------. 

430 MHz band - 20d 13 /l (0 . 1/lV )
 
Sq,JeIch open sensitivity
 -

Option1,200 MHz band -20dB/l(0.1/lV) 
--------.r--- 

Option -20dB/lIO.1/lV)- ·I,F bM 

'RlT liT'ii~;ITPII 1,200 MHz band Option ±9.8kHz 
-------~._------------

SN ration at 0.5 uV input 
Morn ~M so dB -= _____ 

LOW-frequency output __ More than 1.5 watts (at 10 % distortion) 
.. -

Low-frequency output impedance SO 

The above data is obtained through JAIA measurement method. 

'Design and specifications subject to change without notice. 
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Accessories 

Abundant accessories are available to ensure full enjoyment with 
this product Read the instruction manual for each accessory with 
care for proper use. 

CTN50: CTCSS 3-band unit
 
CTD50: DTMF 3-band unit
 
CVM50: Digital voice memory unit
 
CRF30 1: 1,200 MHz unit on 10 walts
 
CRF081: 28 MHz unit on 10 walts
 
CRF081D: 28 MHz unit on 50 watts
 
CAW05: DC power cable
 
CMP838G: Multi-function microphone
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